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Abstract

In this work, we deal with the collision avoidance problem in UAVs (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) flying alone or in a flock. In the future, different UAV-based applica-
tions may generate urban air traffic. Autonomous UAVs from different users, flying
alone or in a flock, and with different goals will share the air space. In such a dynamic
scenario, collisions may happen. To avoid them, we propose algorithms that rely on
the self-organized emergence of virtual traffic infrastructures such as roundabouts and
roads. With our developed experimental platform for autonomous UAVs and an im-
proved simulation environment, we have achieved algorithms that provide maneuvers,
which work under non-ideal conditions. Thus, UAVs avoid collisions, fly in flocks, and
reach the goal safely. We present simulation and experiment results and analyze the
algorithms’ performance under different conditions and scenarios.



Kurzfassung

Dieses Dokument beschäftigt sich mit der selbst-organisierenden Kollisionsvermeidung
von autonomen UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), die allein oder im Schwarm fliegen.
Künftige UAV-basierte Anwendungen können zur Entstehung eines Flugverkehrs führen,
bei dem sich UAVs von unterschiedlichen Nutzern mit unterschiedlichen Zielen, allein
oder im Schwarm, den Luftraum teilen müssen. In solch dynamischen Szenarios sind
Kollisionen zwischen UAVs möglich. Um diese Situationen zu vermeiden, schlagen wir
Algorithmen vor, die auf selbstorganisiertem Aufbau von Verkehrsinfrastrukturen, wie
Kreisverkehr und Straßen, basieren. Dank einer selbst entworfenen experimentellen
Plattform und verbesserten Simulationsumgebung haben wir Algorithmen geschafft,
die unter realistische Bedingungen sichere Flugmanövern generieren. Dadurch ver-
meiden UAVs Kollisionen, Schwärme halten zusammen und alle UAVs kommen sicher
zum Ziel. Wir präsentieren die Ergebnisse in Simulationen sowie Experimenten und
analysieren die Leistung der Algorithmen und deren Begrenzungen.
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1 Introduction

We investigate the collision avoidance problem for UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
flying alone or in a flock. We propose a virtual force and torque function to pro-
vide UAVs with self-organized collision avoidance and flocking algorithms that work
together. We put special attention on the implementability of our algorithms in real
systems. Implementability means that the algorithms work in scenarios, with the
complexity of a real system operating in a real environment, taking into account real-
time, parallelism, tolerance to uncertainty, and safety. Implementability includes that
algorithms deliver similar output in real experiments as they do in simulation.
A UAV is a vehicle that can fly autonomously [1]. It comprises an aerial platform,

flight control, sensor systems, and communication systems [2]. These components en-
able a UAV to take off, accomplish the flight missions, and execute landing maneuvers
by itself [3].
For this research, we have used a UAV type quadcopter. Quadcopters have the

ability to take-off and land vertically. They can hover and lift larger payloads relative
to its weight. Due to their agility and maneuverability, quadcopters are becoming
useful in an increasing range of applications. This situation may lead to increasing
traffic of UAVs. In this scenario, single UAVs need to avoid other single UAVs and
flocks of UAVs. Similarly, UAVs flocks need to avoid single UAVs and other flocks.
Summarizing, collision avoidance among UAVs, alone or in flocks, is needed.
The following sections describe the context of this work, the research question, goals,

and methodology. In the end, there is an overview of the document.

1.1 Context of the present research work
The context delimitates the present work. We have defined three different contexts:
application, technical, and scientific context.
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1.1.1 Application context: traffic management for autonomous
UAVs

Different research fields are employing UAVs as a part of their solution for many
problems. Companies such as Amazon and DHL have been exploring UAVs for deliv-
ering packets [4]. In the future, not only delivery companies but also small shops like
pharmacies, restaurants, local stores may involve UAVs into their business models to
improve the reachability of customers [5]. The transportation of goods may require
not only UAV flying alone but also cooperative UAVs flying together in a flock [6].
In the communication field, some proposals put GSM [7] and LTE [8] base stations

on UAVs to provide adaptively reliable communication. Moreover, UAVs can act as
communication relays [9][10] or data ferries to provide communication in disconnected
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [11][12]. In the monitoring field, some works com-
bine UAVs and the Internet of Things (IoT) for collecting information [13], observing
animals in large areas [14] or monitoring car traffic in smart cities [15].
The emerging number of UAV-based applications generate traffic of UAVs from

different companies and with different tasks. Independent UAVs have to share the air
space, avoid collisions, sometimes fly together, and reach the goal under highly dynamic
conditions. This scenario required self-organized collision avoidance for UAVs flying
alone or in a flock.

1.1.2 Technical context: implementability and simulation

The technical context describes the available tools and limitations for simulating and
implementing collision avoidance in UAVs. We consider UAVs that fly autonomously
within outdoor areas, which have been previously defined by the authorities. UAVs
fly autonomously following GPS waypoints at a desired maximum velocity. Comple-
mentary, they have onboard computers for internal calculations and communication
technologies for exchanging information with surrounding UAVs.
UAV’s components, such as sensors, onboard computers, and communication work

in the discrete-time domain and have a level of uncertainty and fluctuating behavior
[16]. Algorithms for collision avoidance and flocking have to work in real applications
with uncertainty, delay of data, and incomplete or imperfect information [17] if we
want them to be implementable.
Regarding theoretical models and simulation, there are no tools that comprise the

full dynamic of multiple UAVs performing and communicating in the same space. It
is not straightforward to model with Newton-Euler or Euler-Lagrange equations vari-
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ables such as location and motors’ power, among others. Thus, state of the art makes
different simplifications regarding the system dynamic, data behavior, and commu-
nication. An example of system simplification is to assume continuous access to the
sensor data and no communication delay. In this context, it is necessary to integrate
different tools to model and simulate multiple UAVs in parallel.

1.1.3 Scientific context: self-organization, collision avoidance,
flocking, level of abstraction and lack of benchmark
problems

The scientific context describes the current challenges and methods of collision avoid-
ance in UAVs and their implementation. The challenge of self-organization on UAVs
is a major research problem, and it is still an open topic [18]. UAVs flying in a flock
or along have to avoid collisions with other UAVs based on local decisions. Self-
organization is important due to the complexity of controlling many UAVs in a traffic
scenario. It can be challenging for multiple central operators to manipulate each UAV
from a central entity. Therefore, UAVs necessarily have to make local decisions with
local information, cooperate, and self-organize.
Researches, mostly from control theory and bio-computing fields, have explored

different methods for self-organized collision avoidance and flocking separately. De-
pending on the field, models use different levels of abstraction. In approaches related
to control theory, complex models seem to be adequate images of reality. In contrast,
many bio-computing algorithms use simple models that lead to simple, scalable, and
analyzable solutions. Additionally, state of the art usually seeks for efficient algo-
rithms. This situation leads to gaps between abstractly formulated algorithms, real
hardware, and real environments with real-world inputs [19].
The complexity of multi-UAVs systems comprises different kind models, such as

distributed models, physical models, computing models, and communication models.
The diversity in approaches, abstractions, and models makes hard to defined bench-
mark problems. Without common assumptions and standard benchmark problems, it
is hard to validate and compare the different algorithms from state of the art.

1.2 Problem description
We deal with the challenge of defining self-organized algorithms for collision avoidance
among UAVs flying alone or in flocks. These algorithms have to be implementable in
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real-world conditions.
Real-world conditions in a multi-UAVs system include the discrete nature and paral-

lelism of distributed computing, communications, and sensors’ measurements. It also
includes the uncertainty of the data and the possibility of failures.
This challenge requires a balance between detail and abstraction in the models.

Sufficient detail is necessary for the algorithms to perform under real-world inputs.
Nevertheless, abstraction and simplicity are also required to make the algorithms us-
able in a dynamic set of scenarios.

1.3 Thesis goals
The general goal is to obtain a self-organized collision avoidance algorithm for UAVs
flying alone or in flocks, which is simple enough to scale and work in multiple scenarios,
but with sufficient details to be implemented in real UAVs.
To achieve the general goal, we target the following specific goals:

• To identify and characterize the dynamics of relevant of real inputs and outputs of
multi-UAVs systems for developing self-organized collision avoidance and flocking
algorithms

• To define a benchmark scenario to validate and adjust assumptions, simulation
models and algorithms for multi-UAVs systems

• To generate realistic assumptions and abstractions, that lead to the development
of implementable algorithms for UAVs.

• To define force/torque functions that generate realistic outputs for UAVs. These
outputs should lead the UAVs to avoid collisions while flying alone or in flocks.

• To develop an experimental platform for a multi-UAVs system that allows us
to analyze real-world inputs, adjust and validate simulation models, and define
realistic benchmark scenarios for the algorithms.

• To develop a simulation environment with realistic models to simulate, evaluate,
correct, and improve UAVs’ algorithms. Thus, the risk of accidents, errors or
unexpected behaviors during real experiments can be minimized
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1.4 Methodology
To achieve an implementable algorithm for collision avoidance among UAVs flying
alone or in flocks has two challenges. The first one is to develop simple algorithms, so
they scale from UAVs flying alone up to large flocks. The second one, the algorithms
have to be implementable. It means the algorithms fulfill the task in simulation and
real environments under real conditions. To make implementable algorithms requires to
close the gap between abstract rules and real UAVs with the limitations of the available
technology. The algorithm outputs must fit the UAVs flight controllers’ interfaces,
and the commands must be physically implementable by the UAVs. The models of
UAVs’ flight, communication, and behavior have to be realistic enough so that the
hypothesizes also hold in the praxis.
The emergence of cyber-physical systems has proposed some methodologies for the

conceptual design of complex distributed systems as Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) [20][21][22]. Those methodologies focus on analyzing possible “bad” states or
faulty behaviors and the definition of “forbidden” actions that may lead to those “bad”
states. These methodologies are useful for increasing the system’s safety, but they
remain in the conceptual domain.
To close the gap between theoretical domain and experimental validation, we have

applied a methodology based on algorithm engineering [19]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
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iterative cycle of design, analysis, implementation, and experimental evaluation, that
algorithm engineering uses. This iterative cycle runs around the induction of falsifiable
hypotheses. We generate hypotheses regarding the algorithms for collision avoidance
and flocking. By designing, analyzing, implementing, and testing, we confirm, modify,
or discard the hypotheses. Parallel to the induction, there is also a deduction process
that comes out of the analysis step. It helps to define the conditions in which the
hypotheses hold and how they perform.
A key element of the algorithm engineering method is the benchmark with real-

world applications. This element orients the analysis, sets constraints, and highlight
the requirements of the project.
Following this methodology, we have defined the application: collision avoidance for

independent UAVs that transport different goods in the open air space. Then, we have
developed a platform with a set of UAVs that can carry out the task of delivering
goods.
Based on the application, we have defined the scenarios for the validation of the

algorithms. With the platform, we have gained access to real input and output data of
a multi-UAVs system. This data has helped us to obtain realistic models and improve
them over time.
We have generated different hypotheses during the algorithms’ design, i.e., which

information to use or how the mathematical functions should look (i.e., linear, expo-
nential). Following an iterative process of analysis, implementation, and validation,
we have validated in simulation and experients the validity of those hypotheses. The
output of this process comprises the algorithms, a set of implementable libraries and
a set of performance guarantees from a real system, that use to validate the collision
avoidance among UAVs and flocks.

1.5 Document’s overview
This document continues as follows. Chapter 2 presents state of the art regarding colli-
sion avoidance and flocking, including theoretical as well as practical works with UAVs.
Chapter 3 describes the design, construction, and evaluation of a fleet of autonomous
UAVs. It presents our developed software framework that supports the implemen-
tation of collision avoidance and flocking in autonomous UAVs. Additionally, this
chapter details the achieved simulation environment for multiple UAVs flying in par-
allel and communicating among them. Chapter 4 presents the algorithms for collision
avoidance and flocking. This chapter describes the characteristics of the force/torque
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functions and how they contribute to the emergence of virtual traffic infrastructure
for collision avoidance and flocking. It also details the functions’ parametrization to
generate implementable outputs. Chapter 5 presents the evaluation and analysis of
the collision avoidance for UAVs flying alone or in flocks. Finally, chapter 6 presents
the conclusions.
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2 State of the art

The literature proposes many strategies for collision avoidance and flocking with UAVs.
The work in [23] proposes the following classification of the different strategies: behavior-
based, virtual structure, leader-follower, graph-based, and potential field approaches.
Other classification in [24] introduces the category MIMO (Multi-input and multi-
output) for strategies that use multi-variable control theory. Each category includes
centralized approaches, self-organized approaches, and combinations of both.
The majority of works in the literature combine ideas from different categories de-

pending on the scenario. Some works consider scenarios with collision avoidance be-
tween UAVs and other objects, while other works deal with the problem of collision-free
paths for UAVs. Other works concentrate on flocking under different kinds of condi-
tions.
Two major fields contribute to the topics of collision avoidance and flocking in UAVs:

control theory and bio-inspired computing. Control theory covers strategies from linear
controllers, such as PID controllers, going through model-based nonlinear controllers,
up to learning-based control methods [25][26]. Bio-inspired computing comprises ap-
proaches provided by computer science, mathematics, and biology for solving complex
problems. Some examples are artificial neural networks, evolutionary algorithms, frac-
tal geometry, swarm intelligence (e.g., bird flocking based algorithms), among others
[27].
To simplify the overview of the literature, we use the scheme of Figure 2.1. At

the extremes of the vertical axis, we have centralized and self-organized coordination
approaches. At the extremes of the horizontal ax, we have control theory and bio-
inspired computing.
With Figure 2.1, we want to illustrate how different algorithms from the literature

combine centralized, self-organized, bio-computing strategies, and control theory ele-
ments. For instance, the algorithm one in Figure 2.1, represented by the blue line,
is an example of a collision avoidance algorithm, which does the path planning for a
collision-free flight for multiple UAVs on a central entity and uses any kind of bio-
inspired algorithm for optimizing the paths. Similarly, algorithm two exemplifies a
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Figure 2.1: Classification of the state of the art

decentralized algorithm inspired by flocking introduced by Reynolds [28]: cohesion,
separation, and alignment. Finally, the algorithm three can be the implementation of
a controller, which parameters have been optimized by particle swarm optimization
method.
In the following sections, we present an overview of the related work based on the

scheme of Figure 2.1. We start with specific collision avoidance algorithms. Then
we continue with flocking algorithms. We consider centralized and self-organized ap-
proaches. We also discuss which algorithms are closer to control theory and which
one to bio-computing strategies. Since we are pursuing implementable algorithms, we
present some testbeds and practical works. After that, we include a section with works
that consider the impact of communication on collision avoidance and flocking with
UAVs. The reason is the critical role that communication plays in multi-robot systems.
Finally, we summarize the chapter.

2.1 Collision avoidance
The collision avoidance has been present in the aviation industry for quite a long
time. The majority of commercial aircraft use Traffic Alarms and Collision Avoidance
Systems (TCAS). These systems are the last resort to avoid collisions between two
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aircraft in one to one encounter maneuver in segregated airspace [29]. Segregated
airspace means that the airspace is reserved for specific users.
It is not feasible to extend TCAS systems to UAVs. The airspace for UAVs is not

segregate, and the operational environment is different from manned aircraft. UAVs’
characteristics vary significantly from one UAV to another. Small UAVs would not
support the size, weight, power, and performance requirements (i.e., climbing speed)
of commercial TCAS systems [30]. The system architecture for TCAS systems in-
cludes long, mid, and short term central planning. The Air Traffic Control (ATC)
plans collision-free trajectories from the taking off to the landing. Even during short
term maneuvers, the ATC helps to resolve conflicts between aircraft due to separation
violations. Only in the case that the ATC cannot react, the TCAS come into play,
recommending the pilots an action to avoid the collision. The action is either a move-
ment in the vertical axis or the horizontal plane, and it is a consensus of both the
aircraft’ TCAS systems [31].
The operation of UAVs in non-segrate air space requires a high level of onboard

autonomy and sense and avoid(SAA) or detect and avoid(DAA) systems [32][33][34].
The next generation of collision avoidance systems considers UAVs as a new user group
in the collision avoidance logic. Due to the number of different platforms, especially
for low altitude for UAVs, multiple solutions for collision avoidance are expected in the
future [30].
In the specific literature for UAVs, there are centralized, as well as decentralized

approaches for the problem of collision avoidance. Centralized approaches seek for the
optimal design of paths, based on the complete knowledge of the scenario. Authors
used bio-computing strategies mostly for planning and optimizing collision-free routes.
Centralized approaches for collision-free paths define the space, and time within each

UAV is allowed to fly. For instance, [35] presents an algorithm that defines safe UAV
routes in urban areas. UAVs fly mostly over buildings and avoid areas with pedestrians
or moving cars. Due to the schedule, UAVs do not meet, and therefore, there is no
collision among them. The work in [36] also proposed the deployment of virtual air
highways for UAVs. A cost function decides the locations of the highways. UAVs are
supposed to fly within these highways in platoons, keeping fixed distance among them.
Authors of [37] also used a pre-established network of routes, that considers obstacles,
restricted airspace, and altitudes limitations. A central scheduler organizes a collision-
free path for UAVs and solves possible conflicts when two UAVs need to use the same
route at the same time.
In self-organized approaches, decisions take place at each individual, based on local
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interactions. For example, authors in [38] considered the collision problem between
two UAVs. Each UAV identifies the collision by exchanging its trajectory with the
other UAV. After identifying the collision, each UAV generates a set of possibles paths
to avoid it. UAVs exchange this set in an iterative way. In each iteration, each UAV
removes paths from its set, using other UAV’s set and some control constrains and
sends it again to the other UAV. After many iterations, each UAV finds an optimal
collision-free path. The authors state that the computation time of a new collision-free
path takes 430 seconds for each UAV.
The work in [39] presented a similar approach for more than two UAVs based on

the Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability method. With this method, UAVs work in pairs.
In each pair, each UAV analyses the “danger zones” and cooperatively estimates a
region where it can fly. The complexity of Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability methods
increases with the number of UAVs. Therefore, [39] includes a Mixed Integer Program
(MIP) for harmonizing the collision avoidance solutions of the different UAV pairs.
Each pair execute the collision avoidance maneuver according to an objective function
and a given priority matrix. Although the previous methods addressed the collision
avoidance problem, their algorithms are complex and time-consuming. Therefore, they
may do not scale.
In another work, the authors of [40] used potential fields and the geometry of the

aircraft to help the aircraft to estimate routes to avoid obstacles and to get the goal.
The authors model aircraft as dipoles. Consequently, the goal generates an electro-
magnetic field that attracts the dipole and the obstacles an electromagnetic field that
rejects the dipole.

2.2 UAVs Flocks
Flocking algorithms usually take inspiration from birds. During the flight, birds au-
tonomously establish different formations where variables such as separation (vertical,
lateral, and longitudinal), altitude, speed, and heading angle seem to be coordinated
[18]. All algorithms intend that UAVs fly in the same direction, keeping separation
and cohesion.
We present first the algorithms that are closer to control theory and then the ones

that are closer to bio-computing strategies. All the algorithms presented below were
validated either by mathematical analysis or simulation.
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2.2.1 Works related to bio-computing strategies

The classical approach for flocking is the work of Reynolds and his three rules: cohesion,
separation, and alignment [28]. There are many ways to develop a flocking strategy for
UAVs using the three Reynolds rules. Algorithms in the literature apply these rules
differently.
One method inspired by nature is “potential fields”. Different authors used it to keep

a flock together, avoid collisions, avoid obstacles, and guide the flock to the goal. This
method follows the principles of electromagnetism. Elements in the scenario, such as
UAVs, obstacles, or goals, get assigned a virtual electric charge. Depending on the
charge and location, elements may experience attractive or repulsive forces. Since it
bases on local interactions, it is, in most of the cases, self-organized. Notice that in a
potential field, the generated force is a function of the space. The force that the UAV
experience depends on its position in this space.
For example, [41] uses potential fields to build and guide a swarm of underwater

robots. Potential fields model robot-robot and robot-environment interactions. A
swarm potential creates an attraction force between two robots when the distance
between them is higher than a predefined value. A collision potential creates a repulsion
force between two robots when the distance is less than a predefined value. A polygon
potential intends to attract the robots to a predefined formation shape. In the robot-
environment interaction, obstacles repeal robots, and goals attract them.
Following the idea of attraction/repulsion forces, [42] defines a force function to

provide cohesion, velocity alignment, and collision avoidance to a group of UAVs. The
force function depends on the distance between UAVs. It has a minimum value at the
desired distance, and it tends to infinity when the distance between UAVs tends to
a predefined distance. An algebraic graph defines the relations among UAVs, which
are fixed over time. Consequently, the topology of the flock is static. The authors
extended this algorithm for flexible topologies in [43]. The new feature is that the
algebraic graph that defines the relations among UAVs may change over time. The
authors of [44] proposed a topology free approach. They first proposed a bounding
force algorithm based on the euclidean distance among UAVs. Then, they extended
their work in [45] to add collision avoidance.
Forces are not the only mechanism to implement flocking behavior. Other mecha-

nisms are virtual agents, or behaviors that combined should meet the flocking goals.
The work [46] introduced three virtual agents to determine UAVs’ movements in the
flock. The first agent keeps the UAV within the flock, the second one pushes the UAV
from obstacles, and the third one pulls the UAV to the goal. The UAV movements are
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the result of the superposition of the three different agents.
In [47], autonomous vehicles have four behaviors, move to goal, avoid a static ob-

stacle, avoid a robot, and maintain formation. Each behavior generates a vector and
gets weighted according to its importance. Each vehicle obtains its global behavior by
multiplying each behavior by its corresponding weight, then summing and normalizing
the results.
The authors of [48] define two types of modules: a behavior module and a fusion

behavior module. Each behavior is a function of the current goal satisfaction, the
activation level of the behavior, and a transfer function, which estimates the behavior’s
output for a given set of inputs. The fusion behavior module finds the combination of
behaviors that contribute to achieving the goal of the flock.
The article [49] proposes a couple of rules, such as cohesion, following, homing,

dispersion, and alignment. Each rule has a mathematical expression. The result of
each expression is an acceleration. Each UAV calculates and combines accelerations
using different weights to obtain the overall acceleration. As a result, UAVs fly together,
avoiding collisions among them.
Bio-computing strategies can become partially centralized by adding a leader who

knows the goal’s path. The work in [50] defines a leader UAV for the flock, which
is the start point of an equilateral triangular configuration. The leader knows the
goal position and estimates the path for itself and the other members. All the UAVs
move to the goal by using Manhattan distances. The UAV leader can change, and [51]
proposes a way to select a new leader. The method estimates a manipulability index
for each UAV. This index is calculated based on the idea that UAVs apply forces to
each other. The UAV with less applied forces, probably the less surrounded, has the
highest manipulability index and became the leader.
The leader can also be virtual, as in [52]. This work uses a potential field for

building up the flock and virtual leader for introducing the mission. The virtual leader
is a reference point, which moves and leads the flock towards the goal. The authors of
[53] follow a similar strategy. A virtual leader knows and follows the trajectory to the
goal. A virtual structure defines the relative positions of the UAVs. UAVs keep their
positions in the flock by using potential fields. Additionally, UAVs avoid obstacles
using a gyroscopic force, which also solves possible equilibrium problems due to the
potential field. The virtual structure is similar to the one presented in [54]. Flock
members adopt the geometric configuration of a predefined rigid body. The members
try to keep the fixed relative positions given by the virtual rigid body, even when
moving.
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The authors of [55] presented a similar strategy, but with the desired topology
instead of a virtual structure. The strategy is based on the assumption that each
UAV knows its neighbors’ position and velocity, the desired trajectory, and the desired
topological configuration. A virtual point in the middle of the configuration represents
the virtual leader. The trajectory for the virtual point is defined and known to the
UAVs. Then, each UAV estimates its trajectory using a cost function proposed by
[55]. Each UAV trajectory should be the most similar to the desired one. Still, it
should allow the UAV to keep its position in the configuration and its neighbors’
safety distance.

2.2.2 Works related to control theory

Methods based on control theory define the flocking problem in terms of a system
that purses a given state. These methods comprise a model of the system, a setpoint,
and feedback about the system’s current state. Usually, the system model intends to
describe the entire flock dynamic. The setpoint for the system is usually the desired
relative distance among UAVs. The difference between the current state of the system
and the setpoint is the input for the proposed control law, which is responsible for
achieving flock formation. The control law can run on a central entity or the individual
flock members.
We start with centralized approaches. The work presented in [56] developed a control

law taking into account the inertia of the UAVs. The proposed solution decomposes the
group dynamic into two steps. The first step allows that UAVs fly along the desired
trajectory. The second step ensures that the group of UAVs converge to a given
formation structure. Simulations validate the success of the proposed control law. A
similar work is proposed in [57]. Here the control law is designed again separating
the system in two decoupled subsystems: a subsystem that pursues a desired internal
flock shape and a subsystem that pursues a common velocity for the flock. The authors
analyzed both subsystems separately, and they used a balanced graph to obtain an
overall control law. Using simulations, the authors probed that the flock converges to
the desired shape and that UAVs achieve a consensus about a common time-invariant
velocity.
The role of the leader also exists in control algorithms. The leader knows the goal

and pulls the flock in that direction. An example of a leader-follower strategy is [58],
which uses control based methods to allow the flock to adopt different predefined
shapes or formations. The main robot or leader is responsible for following the path to
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the goal. The other robots try to follow the leader while keeping the formation, which
is given by an algebraic graph. Two control laws keep the formation. One control
law controls distance and orientation to the followed robot, and the other control law
o control only distance. A robot may use one or another control law depending on
the flock formation and its position in the formation. The same author presents in
[59] the concept of the transition matrix. With this concept, the author describes the
process of changing between the different formations. [60] also uses a leader-follower
approach for velocity consensus. An algebraic graph represents the flocking model,
which does not consider collision avoidance. The flock is complemented it with an LQG
(Linear Quadratic Controller) for rejecting wind disturbances. The authors provided
mathematical demonstrations and simulations to show that the system converges to a
velocity value. The authors of [61] also use the leader’s idea since they used an informed
UAV, which knows the trajectory and leads the flock. Each UAV only interacts with
its closest neighbor and keeps a stable desired distance to him by using a proposed
Robust Control Lyapunov Function(RCLF).
Control based strategies also use ideas from bio-inspired computing. For instance,

[62] developed a control strategy to achieve consensus regarding the direction and ve-
locity for flocking based on potential fields. The authors used the theory of stochastic
process, supplement variables, and a differential-integral model to represent the sys-
tem’s dynamic. The algorithm assumes that each UAV knows its position and velocity
and neighbors’ position and velocity. The authors used the Lyapunov approach to
ensure the stability of the system. As a result, UAVs converge to joint velocity and
direction in limited time.
Potential fields help a flock leader to keep a desired distance to a target in [63]. The

other flock members follow the leader trajectory using a backstepping control law, and
a Lyapunov function ensures stability.
A virtual structure predefines UAVs position in the flock in [64]. With state variables,

the algorithm defined a set of desired states as reference for the control law. Each
defined set of states defines relative positions for UAVs within the flock. A model
predictive control keeps the positions, and a Lyapunov function guarantees stability.

2.3 Practical works and testbeds for UAVs
The previous works validated their results with simulations and, in some cases, with
analytical demonstrations. They apply different levels of abstraction and simplification
of complex dynamic interactions that may question their implementability. Shape,
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weight, and size of the frame, aerodynamical effects, communication, and sensor data
behavior are challenging to model and strongly simplified [65]. We have searched in the
literature for practical works and testbeds. We start with UAVs-related applications,
and after that, we discuss specific implementations for collision avoidance and flocking.

2.3.1 UAVs-related applications

We start with OpenUAV [66]. OpenUAV a cloud-enabled simulator for UAVs but
based on real UAVs. The authors claim that well-known simulators require power-
ful computers, and their setup can be time-consuming. Therefore, they used several
technologies such as ROS, Gazebo, PX4, and MAVROS to provide an online simu-
lation platform based on a real quadcopter to students and researches. The authors
showed the simulator’s functionality with two examples and discussed the load caused
by multiple users.
The project CARUS presents a complete implementation of a group of UAVs exe-

cuting a task [67]. Its goal is to provide surveillance to a given set of points of interest
in a self-organized manner. They used five UAVs from the SCUAL testbed [68] to visit
the points regularly. Each UAV broadcasts the point asynchronously that it is visiting,
so the other UAVs can choose another point to visite. The proposed algorithm does
not pursue a flock formation and does not provide collision avoidance. UAVs fly at
different heights.
The work in [69] presented a testbed based on the AR-Drone and the Robot Oper-

ative system-ROS. The AR-Drone 2.0 does not have onboard computational capabil-
ities. Therefore the authors used a laptop to send GPS waypoints to the AR-Drone
over Wi-Fi. Each laptop connects to a central computer, which is responsible for the
flight plans for all the UAVs. The authors of [70] used a similar experimental setup to
test an algorithm for covering a given area with UAVs.
The authors of [71] presented another algorithm for monitoring tasks. They defined

the coverage problem as the maximization of the total area covered by the robot’s
sensors, and they have used a biologically inspired method to solve it. They performed
the experimental test with two UAVs. Each UAV used flight controller ArduPilot
Mega 2.5 and communicated through 3DR Radio telemetry kit 433 MHz with the base
station.
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2.3.2 Collision avoidance implementations

Moving to collision avoidance implementations, [72] presents a strategy for two UAVs
with practical implementation. Both UAVs use cameras to identify each other and the
possibility of a collision. Applying game theory, UAVs decide in a cooperative way
which UAV flies over and which one flies under the other one.
In [73], the authors presented a hybrid control strategy for motion planning in teams

of UAVs. The strategy uses a temporal logic formula to guarantee mission accomplish-
ment and collision avoidance. The article presents an experimental setup with three
UAVs (IRIS+ quadrotors from 3DR Robotics). During the experiment, the authors
control remotely two UAVs, and the third executes the strategy. However, the authors
did not provide detailed information about the experiment.
We found an interesting implementation in [74]. It proposed a decentralized collision

avoidance strategy. The strategy uses a linear model predictive controller (MPC) in
combination with non-linear state feedback. It checks collisions between any two UAVs
by analyzing the proximity in space-time within their future trajectories. In the case
of a possible collision, the UAV with less priority modifies its trajectory height. The
UAVs are quadcopters with Pixhawk as a flight controller. The onboard computer is an
Intel NUC (5th generation Core-i7, 8 GB of RAM). The localization system includes
an RTK GPS for reducing the error and a laser range-finder to measure the height of
the UAV. UAVs exchange information over Wi-Fi with a rate of 2 Hz.
Finally, we found [75], which presented the design and construction of a prototype

of a centralized hierarchical UAVs Traffic Management System (UTM) for the city of
Taiwan. Pilots are committed to registering their flight plans. UAVs use an ADS-B
like communication infrastructure to report their position to a UTM cloud. UTM
generates traffic alerts when a UAV enters into the air space of other UAV. The alert
is sent to the pilot via SMS. Thus, the pilot can take the corresponding action to avoid
possible collisions.

2.3.3 Flocking implementations

There are some practical implementations in the area of flocking. We start with an
approach to a practical validation that used software in the loop to simulate with
better detail GPS data dynamic. The authors of [76] presented a flocking algorithm
based on the theoretical framework for the design and analysis of distributed flocking
algorithms described in [77]. The algorithm based on the formations of a stable α-
lattice structure. It considers collision between flock members and with obstacles. The
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author simulated a scenario with 50 agents in Matlab and ten agents with the SITL
(software in the loop) tool from Ardupilot [78].
A demonstration system for a leader-follower algorithm is presented in [79]. The

work in [80] introduces a hierarchical and centralized leader-follower with four UAVs.
The UAVs used flight controllers Pixhawk and Xbee modules for wireless communica-
tion to the ground control.
We found a relevant implementation of a decentralized flocking algorithm with up

to 10 UAVs in [81]. There is a predefined leader in the flock, which is known by all the
flock members. The flock members configure a virtual structure, which is also known to
all UAVs. Flock members navigate autonomously by using an onboard computer and
GPS. Through wireless modules, flock members exchange their positional information
with other members in the vicinity every 0.4 s. Based on the position information,
UAVs use a short-range repulsive force to avoid collisions, a middle-range velocity
alignment method, and global positional restrictions to get flight formation.

2.4 Impact of communication on flocks of UAVs
The majority of the strategies assume that UAVs exchange information. Many pro-
posed works focus on control and algorithm and assume that communication works
continuously and without delays. However, we have shown in [82] how communi-
cations delay degraded the performance of a decentralized flocking strategy. UAVs
started having collisions after increasing the communication delay.
The literature has plenty of works regarding communication among mobile robots,

reliable operation, congestion control, flow control, etc. [83][84][85]. We summarize
some flocking and collision avoidance works that considered the impact of aspects
related to communication.
The work in [86] proposes to include RSSI as a complement of the distance, for

calculating potential fields. Through the RSSI, the force/potential field model includes
signal degradation and help to prevent UAVs from flying beyond the communication
range. The authors of [87] proposed a spring-damper model and a PID controller to
adapt UAV’s position and velocity in a flock. The original model based on the distance
among UAVs. They enhanced their model in [88] by adding communication link quality
to the spring-damper model. [89] proposed a simple behavioral flocking algorithm for
UAVs with multiple targets and an ad hoc routing algorithm with a tree topology. The
ad hoc network allows the UAVs to coordinate and synchronize the flight plans and
the visit of the target.
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The authors of [16] presented an abstract mathematical model of an autonomous
flying robot and a self-propelled flocking model. The model considers several realistic
features, such as time delay and locality of communication, collected from the practical
implementation presented in [81]. The authors analyzed communication delays of 0 s,
1 s, and 2 s, as well as communication range between 30m and 140m.
The work in [90] proposed a multi-layer flocking control scheme to build a flock.

The work included an integrated sensing and communication method to calculate the
relative distance between UAVs. The calculated distance ensures that QoS of UAVs’
mutual wireless link can be guaranteed. The authors evaluated the strategy’s perfor-
mance with simulations using OMNeT++.
In [91], a model control predictive algorithm for flocking of agents includes a waiting

mechanism to simulate communications delay. Each agent predicts the future input
from neighbors, and a cost function penalizes the state and control efforts and the errors
between the predicted states and desired states. The authors showed the strategy’s
feasibility with numerical simulations.

2.5 Summary and lessons learned
In this chapter, we have presented an overview of the different algorithms for flocking
and collision avoidance. We also have included testbeds and practical works, as well as
outlined some works that consider the impact of communication. The following lines
summarize the main lessons learned from the literature.

1. Control theory related works tend to result in more complex system
models. In contrast, bio-computing strategies tend to result in a set
of simple rules that scale for many UAVs

Complex system models make it hard to scale the algorithm to multiple UAVs.
In contrast, bio-computing strategies tend to scale for many UAVs, thanks to
their simplicity. Simulations for bio-computing strategies usually include a high
number of UAVs, in some cases up to 50 or even 100. However, many of these
algorithms will not perform as expected in a real scenario, where sensors are
not ideal, communication has delays, and the level of abstraction of the physical
world plays a role. A balance between realistic models and simplicity needs to be
found to achieve implementable algorithms for a multi-UAVs system. Realistic
models allow the validation of hypotheses and ideas during the analysis and
design phases. Abstract simple rules help to implement, find errors, and safely
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execute experimental tests.

2. Many works assume that UAVs have continuous and instantaneous
access to the information that their algorithms require

In the reviewed literature, there are different models. Many of them assume
ideal sensors and communication, meaning that UAVs have continuous access to
the information that their algorithms require. These assumptions simplify the
algorithms’ design and can be easily applied in simulators. However, they do not
fit with practical implementations, where UAV’s components, such as onboard
computers, GPS, sensors, or communication, have a discrete nature with parallel
and independent behavior, as well as delay in the data that they deliver.

Traditionally, abstractions of data exchange, surrounding systems, and the phys-
ical world help to find suitable solutions for machine models, where components
modeled in detail interact sequentially and synchronously with simplified mod-
els. The different models do not strongly depend on each other. Realistic UAVs,
with its parallelism, communication, strongly interdependent systems diverge
from traditional machine models. Besides, the state of the art usually seeks ef-
ficient algorithms, increasing the gap between theory and feasible experimental
validation.

3. There is a lack of standard tools for simulation and validation

The variety and complexity of components of a multi-UAV system require the
convergence and integration of multiple scientific fields. These fields employ
powerful models, simulation, and validation tools, that focus on the details of
their main topic. On the other hand, the different scientific fields simplify other
system’s components that do not belong to their specialty. In the reviewed
literature, there are specific validations through numerical methods, simulation
in Matlab (with different Toolboxes), self-implemented simulators, software in
the loop, and OMNET++, among others.

In order to achieve realistic models, it is necessary to integrate and synchronize
models and simulations tools. This integration should balance detail an abstrac-
tion level, so the resulting tool is practical and delivers results in an acceptable
time.

4. There is a lack of standard benchmark problems

We did not find a benchmark problem or a set of problems with standard assump-
tions and models that allow to compare all the solutions. This lack of benchmark
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problems is reasonable. There is a wide variety of scientific fields that need to
converge to implement collision avoidance and flocking for UAVs. The devel-
opment of benchmark problems is strongly related to real-world applications,
which allow collecting data experimentally, modeling realistic assumptions and
abstractions, and validating algorithms.

5. There is a lack of practical algorithms for collision avoidance for UAVs
flying alone and in a flock

We have found theoretical and experimental solutions for collision avoidance and
flocking separately. However, we have not found concrete works where a flock
avoids collisions with other UAVs or other flocks. Some theoretical works in
flocking include collision avoidance with mobile and static objects. However,
their formulation remains abstract, and they are designed using simple models
of problem and machine.

6. Ardupilot is a promising opensource flight controller that matches with
onboard computing

In the literature, some practical works used the opensource flight controller
Ardupilot. Compared with other options, such as AR-Drone, Ardupilot demon-
strated to be flexible and suitable for designing UAVs with required onboard
computing and communication capabilities.
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3 Multi-UAV platform

To develop implementable algorithms for multiple UAVs requires to take into account
the different aspects that build such as system. A multi-UAV system integrates con-
trol, computation, and communication within each UAV and among all UAVs. Due to
UAVs’ interaction, different behaviors may emerge that are not easy to predict with
analytical methods or simulations of single components. Recently, these kinds of sys-
tems are known as cyber-physical systems (CPS). As any CPS, a multi-UAV system
has the following characteristics [92]:

• Reactive computation: in a simple process, an algorithm calculates the corre-
sponding output for a given input, and the correctness of the output is verifiable
through mathematical methods. In our collision avoidance scenario, each UAV
interacts with its environment via multiple inputs and outputs in an ongoing and
dynamic manner. Thus, rather than prove the complete system’s correctness, it
is feasible to verify that it shows acceptable behaviors.

• Concurrency: UAV components execute instructions and processes in parallel,
at different speeds and exchange information by sending and receiving messages.
Some processes are synchronized, other asynchronous. The concurrency increases
when we add more UAVs into the system.

• Feedback Control of the Physical World: control theory frequently focuses on
continuous-time systems. UAV sensors and control software operate discretely,
while motors and the environment work continuously. This situation leads to
systems that comprise discrete and continuous dynamics, with conversion delays
from one domain into the other.

• Real-Time Computation: processes and algorithms inside the UAV require timing-
dependent coordination. Timing delays in real implementations may affect pre-
dictability and, therefore, the system’s correctness and performance.

Aware of these characteristics, we have developed a platform that helps us design
and validate our algorithms. Following the methodology described in section 1.4,
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Figure 3.1: UAV architecture

we iteratively use the platform to get realistic models, evaluate ideas, and validate
algorithms.
We show our platform’s architecture for autonomous UAVs in Figure 3.1. With

this platform, a UAV has onboard computing capabilities and can communicate with
other UAVs. These are the requirements to implement and validate collision avoidance
among UAVs flying alone or in flocks.
As Figure 3.1 shows, the platform comprises three main components: a software

framework, a real UAV, and a simulated UAV. The software framework facilitates the
implementation of algorithms in a plug-in way. We can use this framework either on
a real UAV or in a simulated UAV, without making any changes to its implementa-
tion. Thus, discrepancies between simulation and experimental results are not due to
different codes implementations, but due to differences in simulation models and ex-
perimental setup. The sections below describe the software framework, the real UAV’s
architecture, and the simulated UAV.
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3.1 Software framework
The software framework of Figure 3.1 facilitates the implementation of algorithms in
a plug-in way. We use it to implement our collision avoidance and flocking algorithms.
The framework comprises five modules: mission, communication, neighbor manager,
flight controller manager, and myUAV. All five modules run parallel on independent
threads to manage the concurrency of events from flight, neighbors, and environment.

3.1.1 Mission module

The mission module takes care of the high-level mission. Here is where the user
defines the goal coordinates for the UAV. As Figure 3.1 shows, the mission module
only interacts with myUAV module. When running a mission, the mission module
initializes the myUAV module and waits until communication and flight controller
manager are ready. Then, it asks myUAV to “get ready” for the mission. Getting
ready means to arm the motors, take off to a given altitude and hover. The user sets
up the goal coordinates, and the UAV waits for the start signal. The start signal arrives
over the communication module. It synchronizes the beginning of an experiment.
The mission module waits until the UAV reaches the given goal. If there are no

more goals in the list, the mission module asks myUAV to finish the mission. It means
to stop the mission time, land the UAV, stop communication, and disarm the motors.

3.1.2 Communication module

The communication module manages the incoming and outcoming messages. Each
message has the general structure shown in Figure 3.2(a). The basic fields are sender
identification, message type, message identification, and payload. Sender identification
is a predefined number that identifies each UAV and the base station. regarding
the message’s type we have service messages (Figure 3.2(b)), and FLOCAM (Flock
Collision Avoidance Messages) messages (Figure 3.2(c)). The message identification is
a number that counts the messages of the same type that the sender has sent. The
payload varies depending on the message type. Notice that there is no destination.
The reason is that UAVs broadcast all messages to all neighboring UAVs.
The service messages are commands send from the user via a base station. The mod-

ule myUAV receives these commands and executes the corresponding action. There
are three commands: “START”, “STOP” and “LAND”.
The FLOCAM messages provide the required information for our collision avoidance
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typesender_id payloadmsg_id

(a) General message structure

"service"sender_id commandmsg_id

(b) Service message structure

"flocam"sender_id msg_id pos vel acc f_ggoal

(c) Flocam message structure

Figure 3.2: Message structures in the communication among UAVs

and flocking algorithms, and UAVs exchange them during a mission. The payload
contains position, velocity, acceleration, and flock group information. UAVs with the
same flock group number belong to the same group and fly together in a flock.

3.1.3 Neighbor manager module

The neighbor manager module broadcasts FLOCAM messages at a given rate. It also
manages the incoming FLOCAM messages from nearby UAVs and organizes neighbors’
information. With the incoming FLOCAM messages, the neighbor manager generates
and maintains a list with the neighbors. It saves the information given in table 3.1 for
each neighboring UAV.
The neighbor manager saves incoming information from neighboring UAVs and cal-

culates values that the algorithms require, such a the distance vector’s magnitude to
the neighbor. The neighbor manager also estimates the position, the velocity, and
distance to each neighboring UAV when the next message arrives. Finally, the neigh-
bor manager keeps the list of neighbors updated. The neighbor manager removes a
neighbor when it does not get a message from that UAV after a given time. We called
this period “time to live” and it is a preset value.

3.1.4 Flight controller manager module

The flight controller manager is responsible for the communication with the flight
controller. It periodically gets the position, velocity, acceleration, and GPS time infor-
mation, as well as other metrics regarding the accuracy of the measurements. It also
sends the waypoints to the flight controller and sets the speed of the flight.
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id
last message id

last message timestamp
position

velocity vector
relative velocity vector
acceleration vector

relative acceleration vector
position estimation

distance vector to neighbor
distance magnitude to the neighbor
estimated distance vector to neighbor

estimated distance magnitude to neighbor
goal

flock group

Table 3.1: Neighbor information saved by the neighbor manager for each neighboring
UAV

3.1.5 myUAV module

myUAV is the module that coordinates the other modules and ensures that the UAV
completes the mission. It runs the state machine given in Figure 3.3. In the beginning,
the UAV stands on the ground in a “IDLE” state. The mission module asks myUAV
to “get ready” and provides the goals’ coordinates. During this process, myUAV
starts the communication module, the neighbor manager, and the flight controller
manager. It also turns on the motors and climbs up to the altitude given by the
mission module. When the UAV is hovering, it changes the state to AT_START and
waits for a “START” message from the base station.
When the “START” message arrives, myUAV’s changes to “FLYING_TO_GOAL”

and it runs a loop, where it executes the predefined behaviors and checks the safety of
the system periodically. Behaviors are the different algorithms that the UAV executes
while flying to the goal. In our case, we want the UAV to avoid collisions and to fly
in a flock if there is another flock member. myUAV also works as an interface for the
behaviors to access UAV’s information from the flight controller manager, neighbor
manager, and mission module.
While flying to the goal, myUAV continually checks if the UAV has already arrived

at the goal. Once the UAV arrives at the goal, the mission module can provide another
goal or finish the mission. To finish the mission means to land and disarm the motors.
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Figure 3.3: myUAV state machine

During the mission, myUAV verifies the safety of the system. If there is any problem
with the UAV components, myUAV sets the state ALARM and cancels the mission.
Then, the UAV lands on the current position.

3.1.6 Safety and possible problems

Some errors and problems may happen during a real experiment with multiple UAVs.
We divided the possible problems into two categories: flight controller issues and
software issues. The flight controller issues are problems that the flight controller can
handle with its fail-safe mechanisms, such as low battery, radio control disconnection,
and onboard computer disconnection. If one of these issues happens, the UAV lands
and informs the flight controller manager. The flight controller manager stops sending
commands to the flight controller and cancels the mission.
For the software issues, myUAV module checks that all other modules are working

and their threads are alive. If one of the other modules’ thread crashes, for example,
the communication module, myUAV cancels the mission and lands the UAV. The
flight controller checks periodically that myUAV is running, and its thread is alive. If
myUAV module’s thread stops working, the flight controller manager lands the UAV.
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Figure 3.4: Built UAVs used in the experiments.

3.2 Real UAVs
We have developed and built a set of UAVs, quadcopter type, with the following
capabilities:

• Autonomous outdoor navigation

• Onboard computing

• Communication interface

These capabilities correspond to the requirements to run the software framework on
the UAV. In the next sections, we describe the UAV’s hardware architecture and char-
acterize the UAV’s physical variables and the data behavior provided by the different
components. This information helps to achieve realistic models for simulation.

3.2.1 Hardware architecture

Figure 3.4 shows our self built fleet of UAVs. Each UAV has the structure from
Figure 3.5. Starting from the bottom to the top, we have the power and motion
layer. It comprises four motors distributed in a frame with an X configuration, the
propellers, Electronic Speed Controller (ESC), and the battery. These elements and
the UAV weight define the UAV’s maximum velocity, the maximum time flight, and
the maximum payload it can carry. Not all the motors are the same for all the UAVs.
We put the motor reference for each UAV and the corresponding ESC in table A.1 in
the appendix.
The control layer comprises the flight controller, the GNSS(Global Navigation Satel-

lite System), and the radio control receiver. The flight controller is the Pixhawk cube
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Figure 3.5: UAV components and data flow.

2.1 [93] and runs the open-source firmware Arducopter [94]. The Pixhawk includes sen-
sors and the controls to stabilize the UAV in the air, and together with the GNSS, it
provides autonomous outdoor navigation. The firmware Arducopter provides different
flight modes. We have used mainly the modes “stabilized” and “guided”. “Stabilized”
is the same manual mode that allows flying the UAV with radio control. The “guided”
mode allows controlling the UAV with the help of an onboard computer. The onboard
computer communicates with the flight controller by using the communication protocol
Micro Air Vehicle link, MAVlink [95][96].
On top, the computing and communication layer runs on an onboard computer,

which is an Odroid UX4 [97]. It runs Ubuntu 18.04. For the communication between
the onboard computer and the flight controller(Pixhawk), we use the Droneki-python
library [98]. Dronekit provides an API that facilitates communication with the flight
controller over MAVLink. This API allows us to connect to the flight controller, get
and set UAV state and parameter information, guide the UAV to a position, and land
the UAV.
The communication part comprises two different modules. We have a Wi-Fi con-

nected to the onboard computer. It allows us to communicate to the UAV from a
regular computer via OpenSSH. Thus, we can download software to the UAV, set
up experiments, and run algorithms remotely. The second communication module
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Figure 3.6: Update rate of position(a) and velocity(b) information from GPS. Duty
cycle of myUAV loop on onboard computer(c)

on UAVs is the Digi Xbee 3-802.15.4 [99]. We use the XBee Python Library [100]
to configure and control the Xbee module from the onboard computer. Thus, UAVs
communicate among them, and we can synchronize the beginning of every experiment.
Appendix A.1 presents a complete summary of the components that we have used for
our UAVs.

3.2.2 UAV characterization

We have analyzed the data dynamic of the built UAVs. We have measured the update
rate of position and velocity measurements from the GPS. The GPS datasheet shows
that it can update data at 5 Hz, which means a measurement every 200 ms [101].
Figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) present the histogram of the update rate for position and
velocity. After taking 184 samples, the average update time was 288.59 ms, with a
standard deviation of 35.75ms. The GPS has provided 94% of the measurement under
350 ms.
We have measured the time required by a real UAV (Odroid UX4 and Ubuntu) to

execute one myUAV’s loop. We show this time in Figure 3.6(c)for each loop over 100
samples. myUAV requires, in the worst case, 15 ms to execute one loop. It means that
the algorithm executes way faster than the update rate of position and velocity. This
relation shows the scalability of the algorithm regarding the number of UAVs.
We have analyzed the GPS accuracy. The GPS reports position and estimated

horizontal accuracy. The horizontal accuracy is a value in meters, and it represents
the radius of a circle with the center in the measured position. The real position
is within this circle with 1-sigma accuracy [102]. We have measured the horizontal
accuracy for all the four UAVs, and we have obtained values from 0.63 m up to 1.1 m.
These values correspond to 1-sigma accuracy; it means 68% confidence. We use in our
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Figure 3.7: Simulated UAV architecture in Morse simulator

setup 2-sigma accuracy, which corresponds to 95% of confidence. Therefore we assume
the real position to be within a radius of 2.2 m for the UAV with the lowest accuracy.
Regarding the acceleration, we can set up the maximum acceleration in our flight

controller firmware (ArduPilot). The default value is 1 m/s2. We have changed this
value to 2 m/s2. We determined the maximum practical acceleration to be 2.29 m/s2

on average through a practical test. We have analyzed different acceleration ramps
from practical tests, and we have found that the maximum jerk is 2.09 m/s3. Addi-
tional physical characteristics of the developed UAVs are listed in the appendix A.1.

3.3 Simulation environment for multiple UAVs
Figure 3.7 shows the architecture of a simulated UAV. The simulated UAV comprises
an actuator, a set of sensors, a robot model, and an environment. The actuator is a
waypoint controller for rotorcrafts, which includes a PID control for the position and
another for attitude control. Thus, we can provide the goal’s coordinates to the UAV,
in the same way as we do with the flight controller in the real UAV. The sensors are
position, velocity, acceleration, and a clock (time), and they provide similar data as
the sensors in the real UAV. The robot model describes the UAV’s physical character-
istics, such as size, weight, and maximum velocities. Morse Simulator provides these
components. We have added an interface to the software framework, which provides
and receives UAV’s data in the same way as the real UAV.
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Figure 3.8: Morse single threaded loop [103] integrated with the software framework
with multiple UAVs

3.3.1 Simulation of multiple UAVs

We have used Morse Simulator to simulate the multi-UAV system. Morse is a 3D open-
source simulator for multi-robot systems simulation [104]. Similar to Gazebo [105], a
well-known simulator for robotics, Morse has high physical fidelity, sensor modeling,
adequate documentation, and it is highly extensible [106]. Morse has been used also
previously in research [107][108][109]. We found comparative analysis of Morse and
Gazebo for simulation of multi-robots in [110]. Although results for both simulators
were similar, Morse performed better than Gazebo, showing better scalability. Gazebo
almost stalled for a total number of 10 robots, while Morse could handle 15 robots.
Morse is built on top of Blender and relies on the Bullet physics engine for physics

simulation [111], which allows semi-realistic simulation of complex environments [112].
It has a component-based architecture to simulate sensors, actuators, and robots.
Sensors can produce the same data as the sensors of a real robot. Actuators can
similarly accept commands as robots do. The use of an abstract level of data of
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commands is also possible [113]. By using Python scripts, we can modify or extend
the functionalities of the components.
Figure 3.8 shows the time handling in the Morse simulator and its interaction with

multiple simulated UAVs. In Morse, there are an actuator, sensors, and a robot with a
physical model for each UAV. The external client software provides access to the data
streams of each sensor and actuator. We run a software framework for each UAV on
a separate process to keep independency between UAVs in the simulation.
Morse is a time-driven simulator. Its single loop receives incoming requests, manages

the time, and synchronize all the simulated UAVs. Blender’s physics engine calculates
the dynamics of the different UAVs after each time step. The sensors get data from
Blender and publish it if needed to the external client software with the right times-
tamp. Similarly, actuators process the incoming requests and apply them to the UAVs
in Blender [103].

3.3.2 Adjusting the UAV simulation model

Figure 3.7 shows that the simulation model comprises the robot (UAV), sensors, actu-
ators, and the environment. Morse simulator allows us to modify different parameters
for these components. The parameters affect the physics of simulated UAVs and the
update rate of the sensors. The sensor update rate affects the performance of the
algorithms that use data provided by those sensors.
Table 3.2 summarizes the adjusted parameters in Morse simulator. The first vari-

ables correspond to the UAV’s physical characteristics such as weight, size, banking
angle, and maximum angular velocity. We have used the UAVs that we have built to
measure these values. Besides different weights and sizes, our UAVs have a lower bank-
ing angle of 40° compared to the default value of 45° in the simulator. The simulated
UAV has no angular velocity limit, while our UAV can turn on average at a maximal
speed of 20.1°/s. For the particular case of UAVs type quadcopter, the horizontal
movement depends on rotations around pitch and roll angles. Therefore reducing the
banking angle and limiting the angular velocity affects UAVs horizontal acceleration.
Thus, the required time to change direction increases.
We have also adjusted the sensors’ update rate. Based on the characterization of

the GPS data for the real UAV, we use the average of one update every 288.59 ms for
the sensors in Morse. This value es equivalent to an update rate of 3.4 Hz, which is
much lower than the 60 Hz default value.
Finally, Blender provides two parameters related to environmental conditions, simi-
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Parameter Default value Adjusted value
Weight 1 kg 1.9 kg
Size 40 cm 45 cm

Banking angle 45° 40°
Max. angular velocity 0°/s 20.1°/s
Update rate sensors 60 Hz 3.4 Hz (Average)

Translational damping 0 0.86
Rotational damping 0 0.97

Table 3.2: Adjusted parameters in Morse simulator

lar to the wind drag. These parameters are the translational and rotational damping.
Both parameters take values between zero and one, and they determine the resistance
to the movement when the velocity increases [114]. The translational damping affects
the linear velocity, and the rotational damping affects the angular velocity.
Following the methodology proposed in section 1.4, we have used an experimental

setup presented in section 5 using the collision avoidance algorithm and two UAVs to
adjust the damping values. The experiments took place with UAVs flying at different
velocities, on a calm day with winds speed between 5 km/h and 10 km/h. We have
simulated the same scenarios. We have adjusted the damping values manually in
Blender until simulation, and experimental results were similar. We found the value
of 0.86 for the translational damping and 0.97 for the rotational damping. With
these values, we have achieved similar acceleration peak values and mission times in
simulations and experiments.

3.3.3 Communication among UAVs in the simulation environment

We have described the simulation for multiple UAVs’ flight, the behavior of relevant
data, and the environment. However, as we describe in section 3.2, our UAVs can
communicate among them by broadcasting messages. Since Morse does not provide
communication and communication among UAVs belong to the software framework,
we have decided to use hardware for communication. Thus, each virtual UAV is
attached to a real communication module through a USB port. Apart from the issue
that communication modules remain static next to each other during the simulation,
UAVs’ communication takes place in the same way as in a real experiment.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have focused on developing a platform to validate selforganized
algorithms with multiple UAVs. We have introduced our UAVs for experimental tests
and the software framework to implement our algorithms. Additionally, we have pre-
sented the simulation environment that we have used to develop our collision avoidance
and flocking algorithm. Following the methodology presented in chapter 1.4, we have
used the real UAVs to improve and validate our simulation models. Since we use the
same implementation of the software framework regardless if we are using a real or
simulated UAV, we can ensure that differences between simulation and experiments are
due to abstraction in the simulated models and not due to a different implementation
of the algorithms.
The simulation models’ improvement contributes to getting more realistic results.

The use of realistic models improves the implementability of our algorithms since
we develop and test them in simulation, before validating them in real UAVs. In
chapter 5, we present the performance of the simulation environment compared to real
experiments for different scenarios. We also discuss the difference and factors that
affect model accuracy.
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4 Collision avoidance and flocking
algorithms

This chapter introduces the algorithms for collision avoidance and flocking. The emer-
gence of virtual traffic infrastructure inspires these algorithms. Thus, roundabouts
emerge to solve conflicts in the case of a collision, and virtual roads help align the
UAVs of a flock. The algorithms for collision avoidance and flocking are self-organized,
and we assume that the same algorithms run in each UAV. The algorithms’ inputs are
goal coordinates, own position, velocity and acceleration, and neighbors’ position and
velocity from the mission. This information comes from the mission module, flight con-
troller manager, and the neighbor manager. We have described those UAV’s modules
in chapter 3.
Based on the different modules’ information, the algorithms calculate forces to de-

scribe UAVs’ relations with goals, flock members, and UAVs that may cause a collision.
Forces represent attraction or repulsion. For instance, goals generate attraction forces,
while UAVs, that may cause a collision, generate repulsion forces. We have introduced
the novel idea of “torque” to resolve conflicts during a collision by generating virtual
roundabouts. We published this idea in [115].
Force and torque are abstract concepts. Since we are pursuing implementable al-

gorithms, we need to translate them into something that fits our flight controller’s
interface. The flight controller in our UAVs get waypoints and the maximum velocity.
Therefore, the algorithms behind the collision avoidance and flocking use forces to
calculate in which direction, how long, and how fast should the UAV fly. Each UAV
calculates a new waypoint continuously, and the sequence of waypoints leads the UAV
to show the expected behaviors. It means to avoid stranger UAVs, fly together with
flock members, and reach the goal.
In the following sections, we describe how the forces and torque functions look like

and can be combined so that each UAV generates waypoints and velocities, that lead
it to the expected behavior. We have kept in mind the implementability, simplicity,
and safety of the algorithms.
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Figure 4.1: Collision avoidance pseudocode

4.1 Collision avoidance algorithm
The collision avoidance behavior helps UAVs to avoid collisions while carrying out a
mission. Figure 4.1 introduces the pseudocode of the algorithm that runs in myUAV
module, while the UAV flies to the goal.
Figure 4.1 shows in green the inputs and red outputs of the algorithm. The algo-

rithm’s inputs are mission goal, own position, velocity, and acceleration vector, distance
to nearby UAVs, nearby UAVs’ velocity vectors, and how frequently they broadcast
their information (comm_freq). With this information, the algorithm calculates the
current collision risk and an anti-collision force. If the UAV is not flying in a flock,
the collision avoidance algorithm calculates a new waypoint and defines the UAV’s
velocity.

4.1.1 Collision risk estimation

We define three boundaries for estimating the collision risk, which we can see in Figure
4.2(a). The first boundary is the minimum safety distance. No UAV is allowed to
come closer than this distance. The second boundary defines the reaction zone. Any
UAV within this zone may represent a risk of collision. The third boundary is the
communication range of the UAV.
To become a risk, a nearby UAV needs to be inside the reaction zone, it means,

the distance from the UAV to the nearby UAV is less than the radius of the reaction
border from Figure 4.2(a). We call these UAVs “Risky Neighbor”(RN). We exclude
nearby UAVs in the reaction zone, when they are flying away, and they are not on the
way to the goal.
We define the function of Figure 4.2(b) to calculate how the risk changes across the
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reaction zone. This function takes values between [0,1]. A collision risk of zero means
that the UAV is somewhere outside the reaction zone and a collision risk equals one
means that the nearby UAV is at the safety distance or even closer. For the values in
between, we use the concave function of Equation 4.1.

frisk(x) = −x2
+ 1 (4.1)

In the equation 4.1, frisk(x) is the estimated risk and x represents the normalized
distance to the risky neighbor(RN) over the reaction distance. We calculate x with
equation 4.2. In this equation, ∥ −→d RNi ∥ is the magnitude of distance between the
UAV and the risky neighbor RNi and dreaction is reaction distance, which defines the
size of the reaction zone in Figure 4.2(a). Notice that the reaction distance is the
difference between the reaction border an the safety distance.

x =
∥ −→d RNi ∥ −dsafety

dreaction
(4.2)

Figure 4.2(b) represents how the risk increases when a nearby UAV is getting closer.
The continuous black line shows the concave quadratic function that we use for cal-
culating the risk. The blue dotted line and the green dotted line show other functions
that we have considered, but that we have discarded.
We have chosen a concave quadratic function for calculating the risk because we
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consider that significant changes in the trajectory should happen when the distance
among UAVs is large. Similarly, when UAVs are close, only small corrections on the
direction should happen. UAVs’ reactions are a function of the risk, and UAVs need
time and space to change the direction. The more significant change in the direction
is, the more space is required.
UAVs get information from other UAVs through wireless communication, which

happens discretely, and it depends on how frequently the other UAVs broadcast their
information. To improve safety, UAVs calculate the collision risk for each nearby UAV
using the estimation of the future distance, when the next message should arrive.
If UAVs broadcast their position and velocity data once every second, calculate the
distance to the nearby UAV after one second and use this value to calculate the collision
risk.
The reason for using an estimation of the distance is to prevent that due to commu-

nication problems, UAVs realize late that they too close. If a UAV suddenly realizes
that it is close to another UAV, it changes the trajectory drastically. However, they
may not have enough space, which may cause a violation of the safety region or a
collision.

4.1.2 Collision avoidance - Anticollision force and the emergence
of roundabouts

As we said before, we call nearby UAVs with collision risk higher than zero “risky
neighbors”(RN). In a scenario with two UAVs within the reaction distance and with
no communication problems, both UAVs consider each other as a risky neighbor. A
UAV with one or more risky neighbors uses pour proposed force/torque-based scheme
to avoid possible collisions.
The force/torque-based scheme utilizes the idea of virtual roundabouts. Imagine

the scenario of Figure 4.3, where two UAVs fly to their respective goals. Both goals
are in opposite directions, and both UAVs approach each other frontally. Once the
UAVs enter their respective reaction zones, they mutually become risky neighbors
(RN) and start the collision avoidance maneuver. Figure 4.3 shows the force/torque-
based scheme from the perspective of UAV1, but UAV2 runs the same algorithm and
performs similar actions.
In a regular force-based collision avoidance scheme, each UAV calculates a repulsive

force −→F rep, which pushes each UAV in the opposite direction of its goal −→F goal. Each
UAV flies back to avoid the collision until they are out of the reaction zone, and the
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Figure 4.3: Force/torque-based UAV collision avoidance example

collision risk is zero. Then, both UAVs try to fly again to the original goal, and the
mutual blocking situation happens again. As a result, UAVs avoid the collision, but
none of them reach the goal.
With the proposed force/torque-based algorithm, UAVs flying in opposite directions,

cooperatively create roundabouts to avoid collisions and to continue to their destina-
tions. Figure 4.4 presents the algorithm’s flow diagram.
In the first step of the algorithm, each UAV calculates an overall repulsive force −→F rep

for all risky neighbors. Risky neighbors are only the UAVs inside the reaction zone.
−→
F rep is the sum of the individual repulsive forces −→F RNi.

−→
F rep =

#RN

∑
i=0

−→
F RNi (4.3)

In the case of the Figure 4.3, the UAV1 has only UAV2 as risky neighbor. Therefore
the −→F rep for UAV1 is equal to the respulsive force −→F RN2.
The repulsive force −→F RNi generated by the risky neighbor(RN) i has direction d̂RNi,

which is the unitary vector of the distance vector from the risky neighbor to the UAV.
The magnitude of −→F RNi is frisk(x), which is the collision risk calculated above.

−→
F RNi = d̂RNi ∗ frisk(x) (4.4)

The second step of the algorithm is to calculate an attraction force −→F goal towards the
goal destination. The magnitude of −→F goal is defined by default to be one as equation
4.5 shows. d̂goal is the unitary vector towards the goal.
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−→
F goal = d̂goal (4.5)

The algorithm’s first step was to calculate the overall repulsion force −→F rep, and the
second step was to calculate the attraction force towards the goal(−→F goal). The next
step in Figure 4.4 is to identify if the repulsion force −→F rep pushes the UAV in the goal’s
opposite direction. We use for this purpose the cosine similarity. The cosine similarity
tells if two vectors have the same, opposite, or orthogonal directions. It takes values
between[-1, 1]. If the cosine similarity is one, both vectors have the same direction; it
is minus one if the directions are opposite and zero if the vectors are orthogonal.
We use equation 4.6 to calculate the cosine similarity of −→F rep and −→F goal.

cosine_similarity =
−→
F rep.

−→
F goal

∥ −→F rep ∥∥ −→F goal ∥
(4.6)

If the similarity value is between -0.7 and -1, we consider that UAVs are blocking
each other. Figure 4.5 helps us to explain the reason for this value. A similarity of -0.7
means that the relative angle between −→F rep and

−→
F goal is 134.5°. For values smaller than

-0.7 (or relative angles bigger than 134.5) the component of −→F rep over −→F goal,
−→
F ext_g, is
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bigger than the orthogonal component −→F ext_o. Thus, the repulsion force mostly pushes
the UAV in the opposite direction of its goal.
If we detect the block situation illustrated in Figure 4.3, we calculate a torque. Our

torque model uses the idea of torque in mechanics, which is an action that makes an
object to rotate around a point [116]. With the torque scheme, we pretend that UAVs
turn to the right of its current direction to the goal. If many UAVs identify the block
situation and all of them turn to their right, UAVs spontaneously create a virtual
roundabout in a cooperative and self-organized way.
We do not calculate the torque in the way as in mechanics, and we do not use the

same units. In our torque scheme, we calculate the angle that the UAV has to turn to
the right. This angle is a function of the risk of the closest risky neighbor on the right
side. The angle has values between 0° and 90°, and we calculate it using the following
equation:

θ = 90 ∗ frisk(x) (4.7)

Then we calculate the −→F torque by rotating θ degrees clockwise the −→F goal vector.
Figure 4.3 illustrates this step.

−→
F torque =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−cosθ sinθ 0
−sinθ −cosθ 0

0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∗
−→
F goal (4.8)

Finally, we calculate the anti-collision force −→F anti_coll, which helps to calculate the
direction of the waypoint for avoiding the collision. −→F anti_coll is equal to −→F rep if the
similarly value is higher than -0.7 or equal to F̂torque if not.

−→
F anti_coll =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

F̂torque cosine similarity <= −0.7
−→
F rep cosine similarity > −0.7

(4.9)
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We calculate the direction of the new waypoint depending on whether we use F̂torque

or −→F rep. The torque already considers the goal direction, since it is a rotation of the
goal vector. In the second case, we add the goal force to compensate for the external
force component, which is pushing the UAV in the opposite direction of the goal. Thus,
we prevent the UAV from going back.

̂new_dir =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

−→
F anti_coll cosine similarity <= −0.7
−→
F anti_coll +

−→
F goal cosine similarity > −0.7

(4.10)

Now, we need to calculate the position of the waypoint(wp) in that direction. We
calculate the position of the waypoint with the following equation:

−→wp =
−−−−−−−−−−→
current_pos + flight_step ∗ ̂new_dir (4.11)

The flight_step determines how far the waypoint is going to be from the current
position. It also indirectly determines the velocity of the UAV. The flight controller
uses PID(Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controllers for navigating the new position.
Setting a new position is like setting a new set point for the PID controller. If the
new setpoint is too different from the current state, the PID controller increases its
output as much as it can, to reach the new set point. In the case of the UAV, if the
new waypoint is close, the UAV reduces its velocity, but if it is far, the UAV flies with
the maximum velocity. The next section explains the calculation of flight_step.
The collision risk changes over time with each information update. Thus, the UAV

does not necessarily reach the waypoint. The UAV flies towards the waypoint while
the collision risk is decreasing. If the risk of a collision disappears, the UAV flies to its
goal destination. In case that the collision risk does not decrease, the UAV calculates
a new waypoint.

4.1.3 Parametrization and implementability

We have presented a force/torque-based collision avoidance algorithm for UAVs, which
generates a waypoint for the flight controller. Now, there are three open questions that
we need to answer if we want to implement this algorithm in real UAVs.

• how big should be the reaction distance dreaction?

• what should be the UAV speed during the collision avoidance?

• how long should be the flight_step?
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These three questions are related to each other. The required reaction distance and
the flight_step depend on the maximum velocity of the UAV. The faster the UAV
flies, the more space it needs.
To avoid the collision requires two elements, time and space. UAV’s velocity com-

bines these two elements. Flying faster requires a longer reaction distance. As a result,
the roundabout requires more space. We explain below the calculation of the reaction
distance for a given velocity. It means we adapt the reaction distance to the UAVs
maximum velocity. In the case of space limitations, the algorithm can use a lower
velocity, which means a shorter reaction distance. Thus, the roundabout is smaller,
and the collision avoidance maneuver requires less space.

Calculation of the reaction distance based on the velocity

The reaction distance defines when a UAV starts the collision avoidance maneuver.
We propose a formula for calculating it for the worst case. We define the worst case
as a situation where a UAV needs to stop in one direction before it can move in a
different direction. For example, imagine that a UAV flying to the north needs to turn
sharply to its right. It means first to reduce the velocity towards the north to zero,
and then to increase the velocity to the east.
The equation 4.12 shows how we calculate the reaction distance. We consider the

following variables:

• Required distance for a UAV to brake: dbrake

• Maximum traveled distance until the neighbor’s message arrives: dnext_msg

• GPS’s inaccuracy: gps_hacc (discussed in section 3.2.2)

dreaction = dbraking + dnext_msg + gps_hacc (4.12)

The braking distance dbraking is the distance that a UAV travels while it reduces its
velocity from an initial value to zero. For its calculation, we have used the equation for
movement with increasing acceleration 4.13, where ∆x is the traveled distance in the
time t, given the initial velocity v0 and acceleration a0. j is the jerk, or the system’s
capacity to change the acceleration.

∆x = v0t +
1
2a0t

2
+

1
6jt

3 (4.13)
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To use equation 4.13 we require three elements. First, we need the velocity of the
UAV. Secondly, we need the maximum acceleration that the UAV can reach. Thirdly,
we need the j, which is the jerk or the acceleration derivative, and it tells how fast
the UAV can reach the maximum acceleration. These values are derived from our real
UAVs (See table A.1 in the appendix).
We include in the braking distance calculation the time and distance needed by the

UAV to reach its maximum acceleration. We show the complete calculation of the
braking distance in the steps below.
We first calculate the time required to reach the maximum acceleration tacc_max:

tacc_max =
∆a
j

(4.14)

We use tacc_max to calculate the traveled distance until the maximum acceleration
is reached:

∆dacc_max =
1
6jt

3
acc_max (4.15)

We then calculate the change on the velocity until the maximum acceleration was
reached ∆vacc_max:

∆vacc_max =
1
2jt

2
acc_max (4.16)

The next step is to calculate the remaining velocity to stop.

vrem = vo −∆vacc_max (4.17)

Then we calculate the required time to reduce vrem to zero.

tv_rem =
vrem

a (4.18)

Finally, we calculate the traveled distance until the velocity of vrem is zero.

∆dv_rem = vremtv_rem +
1
2at

2
v_rem (4.19)

Finally, the distance to brake is:

dbraking = ∆dv_rem +∆dacc_max (4.20)

For the calculation of the reaction distance of our UAVs, we consider a scenario with
UAVs approaching each other, with the same maximum velocity. We also assume that
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the information exchange among UAVs happens once per second.
We use the relative velocity in the reaction distance calculation. The collision avoid-

ance algorithm is self-organized, and by using the relative velocity, we increase the
system’s safety in case one of the UAVs does not react or reacts too late. Thus, if
UAVs maximum velocity is 1m/s, we use 2m/s, which is the relative velocity.
From section 3.2.2 we know that the maximum practical acceleration is 2.29 m/s2

and the jerk is 2.09 m/s3 on average. For UAVs flying at a speed of 1 m/s, 2 m/s,
and 3 m/s, the braking distance is 0.95 m, 3.35 m, and 7.35 m, respectively. The
maximum traveled distance until the neighbor’s message arrival is 2 m, 4 m, and 6 m.
Thus, the reaction distance should be 2.95 m, 7.35 m, and 13.35 m, respectively. This
distance does not consider the GPS inaccuracy, which, as shown in section 3.2.2, is 2
m approximately. Adding the 2 m and approximating the result to the closest value,
we use 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m as reaction distance for UAVs flying at a speed of 1 m/s,
2 m/s, and 3 m/s, respectively. We use the values later on for the validation of the
algorithms.

Calculation of the flight_step value

We choose the flight_step based on the calculations presented above. The flight_step
is a distance large enough that the UAV can brake and reach the maximum defined
velocity again. Thus, we let the flight controller adapt the velocity until the UAV is
flying to the new waypoint. We ensure that the flight_step is large enough to keep
using the maximum defined velocity if it is possible.

4.2 Flocking
In this section, we describe the algorithm behind the flocking behavior. The algorithm
is a self-organized and without any leader. UAVs exchange information regularly with
UAVs around and recognize as flock members UAVs with the same goal.
In figure 4.6, we describe the overview of our algorithm for flocking. Similarly to the

collision avoidance algorithm, the flocking algorithm runs in the myUAV module. It
gets the goal from the mission module, UAV information from the flight controller, and
neighbors’ information from the neighbor manager. UAVs with the same goal belong
to the same flock and fly together. UAVs with different goals avoid each other with
the collision avoidance algorithm.
Like the collision avoidance algorithm, the flocking algorithm calculates a new way-

point and a maximum velocity value iteratively. The sequence of waypoints causes
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Figure 4.6: Flock behavior overview, with input and output variables

that the UAV flies together with the flock members around towards the goal. The
flocking algorithm calculates and combines two forces: the members’ force, and the
goal force. The members’ force is responsible for separation and cohesion within the
flock, and the goal force for velocity vector alignment.

4.2.1 Flock members force

The flock members force, −→Fmembers guarantees the cohesion and separation with the
nearby flock members. The direction of −→Fmembers corresponds to the sum of the mem-
bers’ forces. However, the magnitude of −→Fmembers is the same as the magnitude of the
member with the highest force.
We denote the force generated by the flock member i as −→Fmi

. To calculate −→Fmi

we define a desired flock distance and a flock range, as Figure 4.7(a) shows. The
flock range is the difference between the minimum or maximum flock distance and
the desired distance. It defines the minimum distance to keep separation and the
maximum distance to keep cohesion.
To calculate the magnitude of the flock member force −→Fmi

, we follow similar princi-
ples as with the collision avoidance force. We show these principles in Figure 4.7(b).
The force’s magnitude is a value between [-1,1], where minus one means maximal re-
pulsion force, one means maximal attraction force, and zero means the flock member is
at the desired distance. We also use a quadratic function to calculate force magnitude,
so that big changes on the force happen when the member is far from the desired
distance.
Each UAV calculates for each of its flock members the member force −→Fmi

as follows.
It first normalizes the distance xmi

to the member mi over the flock range. If the
distance to the member mi is larger than the flock range, the normalized value xmi

is
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Figure 4.7: Flock distance and force function

one (1).

xmi
=

∥ −→dmi
∥ −flock_desired_distance

flock_range (4.21)

The UAV calculates the magnitude of Fmi
, taking into account if its attractive,

repulsive or zero, according to Figure 4.7(b):

Fmi
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x
2
mi

, if ∥ −→dmi
∥> flock_desired_distance (too far)

−x2
mi

, if ∥ −−→dmi
∥< flock_desired_distance (too close)

0 , if ∥ −−→dmi
∥= flock_desired_distance (ok)

(4.22)

The UAV obtains the force vector for the flock member mi by multiplying the
previously calculate magnitude with the unitary vector of the distance to member mi:

−→
Fmi

= Fmi
∗

−→
dmi

∥ −→dmi
∥

(4.23)

Finally, the UAV sums up of the flock members force:

−→
Fmembers =

n

∑
i=0

−→
Fmi

∥
n

∑
i=0

−→
Fmi

∥
∗max(∥ −→Fm1 ∥, ...,∥ −→Fmi

∥, ... ∥ −→Fmn
∥) (4.24)
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Note that we derive the direction from the sum of the flock members forces, but
use the maximum magnitude from all flock members forces as overall flock magnitude.
We weight the goal force according to the flock members’ force. The weight of the
goal force increases when the flock force magnitude decreases. Thus, UAVs first come
together, and then they fly to the goal. If we had used the average members’ force,
the UAVs with extreme values, those that are too close or too far, would have been
left behind or, they would have caused collisions.

4.2.2 Flock goal force calculation

The goal force is responsible for guiding the flock members towards the goal and
aligning members’ direction. If each flock member uses its individual F̂goal, their
velocities do not align, since they are pointing to the same position. To align the
velocity vectors, the goal forces of all flock members have to be the same. To achieve
this, we propose the virtual street of Figure 4.8, with a potential field in it.
F̂flock_goal is the force to the goal within the virtual street. Outside the virtual street,

each flock member uses its goal force F̂goal, as it was calculated in section 4.1.
The first step for the virtual street is to calculate the flock axis −−−−→Flockax of Figure

4.8. This axis is the average of the members’ direction vectors pointing to the goal.
Each UAVs calculates it by using its position, flock members position, and the common
goal.

−−−−→
Flockax = (−−→goal − −−→pos) +

N

∑
i=0

−−→
goal − −−→posmi

(4.25)

Once each member has the −−−−→Flockax, it calculates if it is in the street or outside the
street. For this the flock member calculates the perpendicular distance from its current
position to −−−−→Flockax:

dflock_ax =∥
−−→
goal − −−→pos ∥ ∗sin(θ) (4.26)

Where θ is:

θ = cos
−1( (−−→goal − −−→pos).−−−−→Flockax

∥
−−−−−−−−−→
(−−→goal − −−→pos) ∥∥ −−−−→Flockax ∥

) (4.27)

Finally, the flock member calculates F̂flock_goal as:
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F̂flock_goal =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−−−−→
Flockax

∥ −−−−→Flockax ∥
, if 2 ∗ dflock_ax <= virtual_street_width

F̂goal , if 2 ∗ dflock_ax > virtual_street_width

(4.28)

Notice that F̂flock_goal is a unitary vector. Additionally, we want also to point out
that −−−−→Flockax changes over time depending on UAVs position. Each flock member cal-
culates the virtual street every time that it gets an update of its and flock members’
position. Depending on how frequent UAVs exchange position information, the virtual
street’s direction and location may slightly vary from member to member. This vari-
ation impacts the flock strategy’s ability to keep the flock members precisely at the
desired distance. To improve this, we do not use each member’s current position, but
the estimation of its position, when the next message arrives.
Finally, the street width is a given value. We choose it according to the amount

of UAVs and the shape that we want for the flock. We have introduced this idea of
shaping the members’ distribution, so they fly following a multilane queue along the
street.
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4.2.3 Calculation of the new flight direction

We have calculated the two components of the new direction, the force of the flock
members −→Fmembers, and the force of the goal F̂flock_goal.

−→
Fmembers has a magnitude in

the interval [0,1], depending on how close from the desired distance the farther member
is. Initially, F̂flock_goal has a magnitude of one. Then, we weight it according to the
difference between one and the magnitude of −→Fmembers. Thus, the closer the flock
members to the desired distance, the more impact has the goal force on the direction
of the UAV. The force to the goal starts playing a role in the UAV’s direction when
all UAV’s flock members are inside the UAV’s flock range.

−−−−−−→
new_dir = −→Fmembers + (1− ∥ −→Fmembers ∥) ∗ F̂flock_goal (4.29)

4.2.4 Waypoint and velocity calculation

The waypoint is the result of calculating the flight direction and the distance to flight
in that direction. We have two rules to calculate the waypoint. The first rule is
that UAVs do not fly backward. Flying backward means in the opposite direction of
the goal. If −−−−−−→new_dir points to the opposite direction of the goal, one or more flock
members are too far behind. In that case, we rotate −−−−−−→new_dir, as shown in Figure 4.9,
and compensate the rotation with a reduction in the velocity.
To rotate −−−−−−→new_dir we first determine if the new direction goes opposite to the goal.

For that we calculate cosine similarity, described in section 4.1, between −−−−−−→new_dir and
F̂flock_goal and decide whether we use the rotated direction

−−−−−−−→
new_dir′ or the original.

−−−−−−→
new_dir =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

−−−−−−→
new_dir similarity(−−−−−−→new_dir, F̂flock_goal) > 0 (same dir.)
−−−−−−→
new_dir′ similarity(−−−−−−→new_dir, F̂flock_goal) < 0 (Rotate 90°)

(4.30)

To rotate −−−−−−→new_dir, we first calculate its projection over F̂flock_goal:

−−−→
ProjnOg =

−−−−−−→
new_dir.F̂flock_goal

F̂flock_goal.F̂flock_goal

∗ F̂flock_goal (4.31)

Then we substract two times −−−→ProjnOg from −−−−−−→
new_dir:

−−−−−−→
new_dir′ = −−−−−−→new_dir − 2 ∗ −−−→ProjnOg (4.32)
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Figure 4.9: Rotation of the new_dir vector, when it points opposite to the goal

The second rule of the waypoint is that it should not bring two flock members
closer than the desired flock distance. The waypoint calculation requires to define
the distance that the UAV flies in the direction of −−−−−−→new_dir. This distance is the
“flight_step” and we illustrate its calculation on Figure 4.10. In this figure, UAV1
calculates its flight_step so that it does not get closer than the desired flock distance
to UAV2. First, UAV1 estimates the future distance to UAV2, −→d UAV 2e

when the next
message from UAV_2 arrives. The neighbor manager provides this information.
Then, UAV1 calculates ∆x, which is the distance that UAV1 and UAV2 come closer

when UAV1 flies “flight_step” meters in the new direction −−−−−−→new_dir.

∆xmi
=∥ −→dm_ie

∥ −flock_desired_distance (4.33)

Then we can calculate the flight_step for UAV2 as follows:

flight_stepmi
=

∆x
cos(θ) (4.34)

Where θ is:

θ = cos
−1(

−−−−−−→
new_dir.−→dm_ie

∥ −−−−−−→new_dir ∥∥ −→dm_ie
∥
) (4.35)

Each UAV in the flock calculates a flight_step for each member, and it uses the
smallest flight_step to calculate the waypoint. By using the smallest flight_step,
we reduce the risk of collision among flock members and increase the system’s safety.

flight_step = min(flight_stepm1, ..., f light_stepN , distance_to_goal) (4.36)
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Figure 4.10: Calculation of the flight_step

With this approach, the flight_step is small when UAVs are getting together,
but it gets bigger when UAVs fly parallel towards the goal. Therefore, we limit the
flight_step to the current distance to the goal.

−→wp =
−−−−−−−−−−→
current_pos + flight_step ∗ ̂new_dir (4.37)

The last variable that we need to define is the velocity. When we calculate the
flight_step, we limited the velocity indirectly. Large flight_steps allow the UAV to
flight with the maximum speed, while short flight_steps make the flight controller
reduce the speed.
However, as we already mention, when −−−−−−→new_dir points to the opposite direction of

the goal, we rotate −−−−−−→new_dir (equation 4.30)and reduce the velocity.

vel =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

max_vel similarity(−−−−−−→new_dir, F̂flock_goal) > 0

max_vel ∗ (1− ∥ −−−→ProjnOg ∥2) similarity(−−−−−−→new_dir, F̂flock_goal) < 0
(4.38)

The reduction of the velocity depends on −−−→ProjnOg (see Figure4.9), which we have
calculated in equation 4.31. ̂new_dir is a direction and has a magnitude one. Therefore
its component over −−−→ProjnOg can have maximum a magnitude one, which means that
the new direction is opposite to the goal. In this case, the velocity is zero, and the
UAV stops.
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Figure 4.11: Relation between min., max and desired flock distance with reaction
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4.2.5 Calculation of min, max, and desired flock distances

The calculation of the minimum, maximum, and desired flock distance follows the
same logic as the collision avoidance reaction distance. The faster the UAVs fly, the
more space they need among them for safety. We use the calculation of the reaction
distance as the reference for the flocking distance. Thus, we suggest in Figure 4.11
to define the difference between the maximal and minimal distance the same as the
dreaction in the collision avoidance algorithm.

dmax_flock − dmin_flock = dreaction (4.39)

The way we define the different distances for the flocking algorithm represents the
major limitation of our proposal. The maximum velocity limits the desired distance
among UAVs. The flocking algorithm is fully self-organized, but it requires a minimum
distance to react safely, and this distance increases with the velocity.

4.3 Collision avoidance among flocks
So far, we have described the collision avoidance algorithm and the flocking algorithm
independently. This section combines both algorithms to achieve collision avoidance
among UAVs flying alone or in flocks. With the collision avoidance and flocking algo-
rithms, a UAV indirectly categorizes UAVs within the communication range in three
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Figure 4.12: Integration the collision avoidance with the flocking algorithm

groups. The first group is the risky neighbors (RN) group, and it gathers UAVs with
collision risk higher than zero. This group excludes UAVs with the same goal. The
second group is the flock members group, and it collects the UAVs with the same
goal. Finally, there is a group of UAVs with different goals, which are farther than the
reaction distance. These UAVs do not play any role in any of the discussed algorithms.
Figure 4.12 shows that the −→F anti_coll force calculated by the collision avoidance al-

gorithm is the link to the flocking algorithm. When a UAV is flying in a flock, the
collision avoidance algorithm calculates the −→F anti_coll and provides it to the flocking
algorithm. This force is added to the flock members force −→Fmembers as a single ad-
ditional force. The flocking algorithm calculates the direction and the corresponding
waypoint.
Our algorithms are self-organized. In the case of collision avoidance among UAVs

flying in a flock, not all the UAVs experience the same −→F anti_coll simultaneously and
react in the same way. When the first flock member detects a collision risk, it starts
moving in a different direction from the goal. With this change in the direction, the
first UAV pushes the neighboring flock members out of the collision area. Maybe
other members also realize the collision risk, or maybe they keep far from it. In this
scenario, UAVs in the flock may have temporarily different goals, which impacts the
relative distance among flock members. Here the flock range provides the UAVs with
some flexibility to deal with unexpected members’ changes in the direction.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have described our collision avoidance and flocking algorithms and
the combination of both. We have conceived the complete strategy to be implementable
and safe. Implementability and safety have different aspects. From a technical point
of view, the algorithms generate realistic waypoints for commercial flight controllers.
With these waypoints, the flight controller can take care of stable flight and navigation.
From the computational perspective, we have sought simple rules like the roundabout
and the virtual road and tried to reduce the amount of less straight forward operations
with vectors. Thus, the algorithms can react to such a dynamic system with an
extensive set of possible scenarios.
Finally, we have paid particular attention to the physical aspect. We have included a

way to calculate the realistic distances among UAVs, such as reaction distance and the
minimum, maximum, and desired flock distance. Thus, the UAVs have enough space
to react safely to collision and flocking scenarios. The physical perspective also shows
the trade-offs of the algorithm. UAVs flying faster or communicating less frequently
required more space to stay safe.
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5 Results

This chapter presents the results of our collision avoidance and flocking algorithms,
and the combination of both. The results comprise simulation-based evaluation and
experimental validation with the fleet of four UAVs presented in chapter 3.
We prove that our algorithms work in practice on real UAVs with non-ideal condi-

tions. Through the experimental evaluation, we also validate the simulation environ-
ment and the simulation model’s reliability, since experimental performance is not too
different from the simulations.
We first present the evaluation variables and performance metrics. Then, we evaluate

the performance of collision avoidance among single UAVs flying towards different
locations. A roundabout should emerge when UAVs approach each other, helping them
to avoid the collision. After that, we test the flocking algorithm, which brings flock
members together and guides them to the goal. Finally, we evaluate the combination
of both algorithms in scenarios with UAVs and flocks approaching each other.

5.1 Evaluation variables and performance metrics

5.1.1 Evaluation variables

We evaluate collision avoidance and flocking algorithms, as well as the combination of
both under the following four parameters:

• Velocity: 1, 2 and 3 m/s

• Reaction distance: 5, 10 and 15 m

• Flock range: 2.5, 5, 7.5 m

• Number of UAVs: 2, 3 and 4 UAVs

• Communication frequency: fixed at 1s (one message every second)
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We have chosen these values for the velocity because our UAVs have a maximum
velocity of 3.4 m/s on average. The values for reaction distance and flock range are
calculated based on the velocity, as we have explained in sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.5. We
combine velocity and reaction distance and flock range values to analyze what happens
when we use a shorter or bigger distance than the corresponding for the given velocity.
We define scenarios with two, three, and four UAVs because we have four UAVs

available. Finally, we have set up the UAVs to broadcast their data every second for
two reasons. First, four UAVs broadcasting every second do not saturate the commu-
nication channel, and there is no packet loss due to packets collisions. Secondly, the
next generation of surveillance technology for aircraft, ADS-B (Automatic dependent
surveillance-broadcast), recommends broadcasting GPS data once every second [117]
for Traffic Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS).

5.1.2 Performance metrics

We want to answer the question: how effective our collision avoidance is, when UAVs,
alone or in a flock, need to avoid collisions. Therefore, we measure the following
performance metrics:

• Minimum distance to the closest UAV during the mission

• Mission time

• Average distance to flock members

• Standard deviation of the distance among flock members

UAVs measure their distance to other UAVs during the mission. This measurement
applies to all the UAVs within the communication range, independently if they are
flock members or not.
Each UAV measures its mission time to reach the goal. The mission time does not

include hovering, take-off, and landing.
We also evaluate our flocking algorithm, and more importantly, the impact of the

collision avoidance on the flock. Therefore, we calculate the average distance among
flock members during the mission. To calculate this average distance, we consider
only the measurements after UAVs are closer than the maximum flock distance. The
average distance indicates how precisely flock members keep the desired distance. We
use the standard deviation to measure the stability of the distance during the mission.
In an ideal case, we expect an average distance close to the desired distance and a
standard deviation close to zero.
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Figure 5.1: Scenario collision avoidance with 2, 3 and 4 UAVs

5.2 Collision avoidance among UAVs flying alone
This section presents the simulation and experimental results for the collision avoidance
behavior described in section 4.1. These results have been published in [118]. The
evaluation comprises three scenarios, with two, three, and four UAVs, as Figure 5.1
shows. Due to flight time limitations during the experiments, we focus on the collision
situation and force it, making the UAVs to fly in opposite directions and meet at a
common point.
Figure 5.1 show the distance among UAVs in each scenario. The distance among

the UAVs is large enough, so UAVs can reach the maximum velocity before they start
reacting to the collision.
For the evaluation collision avoidance, UAVs fly at three different maximum veloc-

ities, 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s. For each velocity, we test three different reaction
distances, 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m. We have calculated these distances in section 4.1 for
UAVs communication once every second. 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m are the safe reaction
distance for UAVs flying at 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s, respectively.
We measure for each test the minimum distance among the UAVs during the flight.

We also measure the time required by the UAVs to complete the mission.
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5.2.1 Scenario 1, two UAVs on collision course

In the first scenario, two UAVs approach each other at 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s and
with three different reaction distances, 5 m, 10 m, and 15 m. All combinations of
velocities and reaction distances represent nine different setups. With the different
combinations, we want to evaluate what happens when the reaction distance is shorter
or longer than the calculated one for the corresponding velocity.

5.2.1.1 Baseline study with two UAVs flying at 2m/s with a reaction distance
of 10m.

The Figure 5.2 shows the case of UAVs flying at 2 m/s with a reaction distance of
10 m. On the left side are the trajectories, velocities, and distances from the real
experiments. On the right side are the corresponding results from the simulation for
the same scenario.
The results of Figure 5.2 allows us, on one side, to compare the accuracy of the

simulation model presented in chapter 3 with real experiment. On the other hand,
these results help us to analyze the performance of our collision avoidance algorithm.

Simulation vs. experiments: UAVs’ trajectory, velocity, and
acceleration

Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) describe the trajectory followed by two UAVs, UAV_1 and
UAV_2, during the experiment and in simulation, respectively. In 5.2(a) there are
circles around some position points. As we have explained in section 3, those circles
represent the 2-sigma horizontal accuracy of the GPS measurement at that point.
These circles have an average radius of 1.7 m, meaning that in 95 % of the cases, the
real measurement is within that circle. UAV_2 in Figure 5.2(a) shows the inaccuracy
of the GPS on the landing place of UAV_2, which is nearly 2 meters off of the given
goal.
Figure 5.2(c) presents the horizontal velocity measured by the GPS. Similar to the

position, the velocity also has an estimated accuracy. During the tests, velocity 2-
sigma accuracy was +/- 0.42 m/s. In the case of the simulation, measurements do
not have errors. Experimental and simulation plots of the velocity show that UAVs
cannot keep the velocity constant during the experiment as they do in simulation. The
experimental plot of the velocity also shows some differences between UAVs’ velocities.
These differences are not only due to GPS inaccuracies but due to the influence of
environmental factors such as wind, that are not modeled by simulations.
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Figure 5.2: Collision avoidance with 2 UAVs, max. vel 2 m/s and reaction distance
10m.
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The comparison of the acceleration for experiment and simulation is in Figures 5.2(e)
and 5.2(f). On both plots is the maximum acceleration similar, just above 2 m/s2.
In the experiment, the acceleration constantly changes, while in the simulation, the
acceleration has periods where it is constant. Additionally, in the simulation plot, both
UAVs accelerate equally. However, in the experiment, one UAV has higher acceleration
values than the other.
The reason for these behaviors is that in the simulation, the UAV is the only source

of force that makes it accelerate. On the other side, in the experiment, UAVs also have
an external acceleration source: the wind. Although we carried out our experiments on
days with low wind speed (from 5 km/h to 15 km/h), UAVs have to constantly accel-
erate in one or another direction to keep the velocity and direction constant. Similarly,
the direction of the wind has a different impact on both UAVs. Independently of the
different accelerations, Figure 5.2(c) shows that the velocity for both UAVs increase
similarly. Therefore, one of the UAVs may have to accelerate more to compensate for
the wind’s effect and reach the desired velocity of 2 m/s. UAVs in the same environ-
ment may experience different temporary conditions depending on their position and
flight direction. Meanwhile, UAVs in the simulation experience the same conditions,
same rotational and translation damping, independently their location. Therefore,
experimental results may not look as symmetrical as simulation results do.

Collision avoidance behavior

Regarding the collision avoidance, both UAVs turn to their respective right and avoid
the collision. This behavior is simular in simulation as well as in experiment as Figures
5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show.
Figures 5.2(g) and 5.2(h) show the distance measured by each UAV. The black

dashed line indicates the safety distance, and the red dashed line indicates the begin-
ning of the reaction distance. The distance between both lines is 10 m, which is the
10 m reaction distance.
UAVs should not get closer than 5 m, which is the predefined safety distance. In

the experiment, the distance to the closest UAV was 7.8 m (Figure 5.2(g)). In the
simulation, it was 9.6m Figure 5.2(h). The UAVs’ behavior and the mission time in
the experiment and the simulation were similar. However, there is a 1.8 m difference
between simulation and experiment in the minimum distance. In the next section, we
extend the collision avoidance analysis and review the reasons for this difference in the
section below.
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Figure 5.3: Mission time and minimum distance between 2 UAVs. UAVs max. velocity:
1, 2 and 3 m/s. Reaction distance: 5, 10, and 15 m.

5.2.1.2 Impact of velocity and reaction distance on results with two UAVs

Figure 5.3 summaries the results of the collision avoidance behavior for 1, 2, 3 m/s
maximal velocity and 5 m, 10 m and 15 m reaction distance. In both plots, 5.3(a)
and 5.3(b), the continuous lines represent experimental results and the dashed lines
simulations’s results. In simulations, we have repeated each simulation 30 times, and
we have averaged the results using a T-Student distribution with a confidence interval
of 95 %.
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Analysis of the mission time

Figure 5.3(a) shows the mission time for each UAV. The reference mission time is
the ideal mission time, which corresponds to the time needed by a UAV to complete
the mission when there is no other UAV on the way. The ideal mission time for an
UAV flying at 1 m/s is 40.44 s, at 2 m/s is 20.86 s and at speed of 3 m/s is 14.64
s. As expected, the mission time is longer when the UAVs have to avoid the collision
than when they can fly straight to the goal. Increasing the reaction distance does
not significantly impact the mission time. Short reaction distances force the UAV to
reduce the velocity. On the other side, big reaction distances allow the UAV to keep
its maximum velocity during the collision avoidance maneuver.

Analysis of the minimum distance among UAVs

Figure 5.3(b) shows the minimum distance for each UAV during collision avoidance
in the experiment and the simulation. The results, in general, are quite as expected.
When UAVs use the estimated reaction distance for each velocity, they keep a longer
distance than the 5m minimum safety distance. If the reaction distance is small, e.g.,
5 m flying at 2 m/s or 3 m/s, the minimum distance among UAVs goes below the
safety distance. Similarly, if the reaction distance is higher than the required for the
corresponding velocity, the minimum distance among UAVs keeps above the safety
distance.

Difference between simulation and experiments: GPS accuracy, velocity
dynamic at higher values, and packet loss

Experiments and simulation show some differences regarding mission time and mini-
mum distance. We identify three reasons for these differences:

• GPS accuracy

• Velocity dynamic at the physical limit

• Packet loss

GPS inaccuracy affects mission time, since UAVs may consider that they reach the
goal a couple of meters before, which takes less time. This situation is particularly
evident at low velocities, e.g., 1 m/s.
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Figure 5.4: Velocity behavior during collision avoidance for 2 UAVs with 3 m/s max
velocity

The next reason is UAV’s ability to reach velocities close to its physical limit and
keeping them. Looking at Figure 5.3, we observe that the difference between experi-
ments and simulations increases with the velocity. Figures 5.2(c) and 5.2(d) show the
velocity during experiment and simulation for UAVs with maximum velocity of 2 m/s.
Similarly, Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) show the velocity for the case of 3 m/s maximum
velocity. At 2 m/s, the velocity dynamics in simulation and experiment are similar.
However, at 3 m/s, the real UAVs need more time to reach the maximum velocity and,
therefore, more time to complete the mission.
The third reason is related to the communication among UAVs, specifically with

the packet loss. Looking at Figure 5.3(b), we observe that the difference between
experiments and simulations increases with the velocity and the reaction distance.
Figure 5.5 shows the percentage of received messages by each UAV in the experiment

and simulation. There is nearly 10 % of packet loss during the experiment, whereas, in
the simulation, packet loss is 0 %. In both cases, experiment and simulation, the com-
munication runs over real Xbee modules. The difference is that in the experiments, the
distance among communication modules changes over time. In the case of simulation,
the communication modules are next to each other on the same table. With higher
separation, there is a higher probability of packet loss.
The packet loss impact depends on the moment when it takes place, and it takes

mostly place when the distance between UAVs is bigger. For 5 m reaction distance,
UAVs are 10 m apart when they should start avoiding the collision, 5 m reaction
distance plus 5 m safety distance. For the case of 15 m reaction distance, UAVs are
20 m apart. In both cases, the overall packet loss is similar, but in the case of 5 m
reaction distance, the packet loss does not affect the start of the collision avoidance
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maneuver.
We analyze the relation between distance and packet loss later in the scenarios with

three and four UAVs in Figures 5.8 and 5.13. In both scenarios, the initial distance
among UAVs is shorter than in the current scenario with two UAVs. As a result, UAVs
receive almost 100 % of messages.
The effect of packet loss is higher when UAVs fly faster. If a UAV misses the

first message from a neighbor, which just has entered the reaction zone, it has less
distance to react to the collision, given that it does not miss the next message. At
higher velocity, the UAV flies a longer distance until the following message arrives,
and therefore it has even shorter real reaction distance. That is why the difference
regarding the minimum distance between the experiment and simulation increases
when the velocity increases.
Nevertheless, the collision avoidance algorithm is self-organized, and it mitigates the

impact of packet loss. The UAV that receives the message starts avoiding the collision,
independently of the neighbor’s actions. The previous results show that the estimation
in section 4.1 of the reaction distance avoids the collision. With 5 m, 10 m and 15
m reaction distance for 1 m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s respectively, UAVs keep the safety
distance in the simulation and the experiments.

5.2.2 Scenario with 3 UAVs on collision course

To evaluate the scalability of collision avoidance, we have carried out tests with three
and four UAVs. For three UAVs, we use the scenario of Figure 5.1(b). Like the previous
scenario, UAVs fly against each other at three different velocities, 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3
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Figure 5.6: Collision avoidance with 3 UAVs, max. vel 2m/s and reaction distance
10m.

m/s. This time we use two different reaction distances, 5 m and 10 m.
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5.2.2.1 Baseline study with three UAVs flying at 2m/s with a reaction distance
of 10m

Figure 5.6 shows the trajectory, velocity, and minimum distance for each UAV in the
experiment and in simulation. For the case presented on Figure 5.6 the UAVs fly
at a maximum velocity of 2 m/s and have a reaction distance of 10 m. We see in
Figure 5.6(a) the trajectories for the three UAVs during the experiment. The circle
that indicates the GPS accuracy for the UAV green is smaller than for the other
two UAVs, which means that position measurements are more accurate for this UAV.
Comparing the trajectory in the experiment and the simulation, we can observe better
the roundabout effect of collision avoidance behavior. Similar to the previous scenario
with two UAVs, they avoid the collision by turning to its right in the case with three
UAVs. The roundabout emerges, although the UAVs are not approaching to each other
directly but in an angle.
Velocities for UAVs in the experiment and simulation are similar as Figures 5.6(c)

and 5.6(d) show. However, in the experiment’s case, the slope of the velocity curves
changes before they reach the maximum velocity.
Figures 5.6(e) and 5.6(f) present the minimum distance for each UAV. In the exper-

iment, UAVs do not have the same distance among them in the beginning, as in the
simulation. The two UAVs that start closer have a shorter minimum distance during
collision avoidance. The UAV that starts separated keeps a minimum distance, which
is similar to the simulation results.

5.2.2.2 Impact of velocity and reaction distance on results with three UAVs

Figure 5.7 summaries the mission time and the minimum distance results for UAVs
flying at 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s with 5 m and 10 m reaction distance. In the case
of simulations, we have repeated each simulation 30 times, and we have averaged the
results using a T-Student distribution with a confidence interval of 95%.
The mission time figure includes the ideal time as the reference time for comparison.

The ideal mission time is the time needed by a UAV when there are no other UAVs
to avoid. The distance between the starting point and goal in scenario 5.1(b) is 20 m.
The ideal mission times for this distance are 20.44 s, 10.865 s, and 7.99 s, for velocities
of 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s, respectively.
In Figure 5.7(b), we have shown the minimum distance for the combination of veloc-

ities and reaction distances. Comparing with the minimum distance for the scenario
with two UAVs, the minimum distance in the scenario with three UAVs is bigger for
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Figure 5.7: Mission time and minimum distance among 3 UAVs. UAVs max. velocity:
1, 2 and 3m/s. Reaction distance: 5 and 10m

the same velocities and reaction distances. There are two reasons for this result. First,
the relative velocity among the three UAVs is lower than in the scenario with two
UAVs. The three UAVs do not fly directly to each other. Therefore, the maximum
relative velocities are 1.72 m/s, 3.46 m/s, and 5.20 m/s, with UAVs flying at 1 m/s, 2
m/s, and 3 m/s, respectively. The maximum relative velocities for the scenario with
two UAVs are 2 m/s, 4 m/s, and 6 m/s. Since the relative velocity is lower in the
scenario with three UAVs, the required reaction distance is shorter.
The second reason is the amount of packet loss. UAVs start flying at a distance of

nearly 18 m. As discussed before, the closer UAVs are, the less packet loss occurs. As
Figure 5.8 shows, the number of received messages is close to 100 % for the UAVs.
Therefore, UAVs realize that they have to apply the collision avoidance strategy as
soon as they enter the reaction distance.
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Figure 5.9: Velocity behavior during collision avoidance for 2 UAVs with 3 m/s max
velocity

Since the packet loss is close to 0 % in simulation and experiments, communication
does not play any role when comparing experimental and simulation results in Figure
5.7(b). The differences in the minimum distance are due to GPS inaccuracy and
different velocity dynamics. For instance, in the case of UAVs flying at 3 m/s, UAVs
come closer in the simulation than in experiments. In the experiments, UAVs do not
achieve the velocity of 3 m/s. When the UAVs are at the reaction distance, they are
flying at 2.5 m/s on average, as Figure 5.9 shows. Therefore they need less distance
to avoid collisions.
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5.2.3 Scenario with 4 UAVs on collision course

For 4 UAVs we use the scenario of Figure 5.1(c). We test the same conditions as in
scenarios with three UAVs. Three different velocities, 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s, and
two different reaction distances, 5 m and 10 m. In Figure 5.10, we show the trajectory,
velocity, acceleration, and minimum distance for each UAV in the experiment and
simulation. The UAVs in Figure 5.10 fly at a maximum velocity of 2 m/s and have a
reaction distance of 10 m.
The results are similar to the results in the scenario with three UAVs. Looking at

the experimental trajectories in Figure 5.10(a), UAVs’ initial positions are not at the
same distance as in the simulation. GPS accuracy differs from UAV to UAV. Although
there is an offset in the start position and GPSs accuracy is different among UAVs,
the roundabout emerges, and UAVs avoid the collision.
In Figure 5.11(a), we present the mission time and the minimum distance for UAVs

flying at 1, 2, and 3 m/s with 5 m and 10 m reaction distance. In the case of the
mission time, we use again as ideal time, the required time to fly straight to the goal.
The straight distance to the goal is 28.28 m, and the ideal mission times are 28.72 s,
15.005 s, and 10.75 s, for a velocity of 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s respectively.
The minimum distance in Figure 5.11(b) is higher than in the scenarios with two

and three UAVs for the same velocities and reaction distances. The reasons follow a
similar logic as in the scenario with three UAVs. Although each UAV has another
UAV flying in the opposite direction, this is not the closest UAV. The closest UAV is
one on the side, and the relative velocity to this UAV is lower than in the scenario
with 3 UAVs. The maximum relative velocities to the closest UAV are 1.41 m/s, 2.83
m/s and 4.24 m/s, for UAVs flying at 1 m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s, respectively. Since the
relative velocity is low, the required reaction distance is shorter.
Regarding the difference between experimental and simulation results, the velocity

dynamic at higher velocities plays a critical role. The most significant difference be-
tween experiment and simulation happens at the velocity of 3 m/s. Simulated UAVs
come closer than real ones for the same reason as in the scenario with three UAVs.
Real UAVs do not reach 3 m/s but 2.7 m/s on average when entering the reaction
zone, as Figure 5.12 shows.
On the other hand, communication does not play a significant role. Each UAV has a

distance of 20 m to the closest UAV and 28.28 m to the farthest. UAVs are closer than
in scenario two, but a least one is farther than in scenario three. Figure 5.13 confirms
the role of the distance on the percentage of the received messages. The packet loss is
considerably lower than in the scenario with two UAVs but slightly higher than in the
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Figure 5.10: Collision avoidance with 4 UAVs, max. vel 2 m/s and reaction distance
10 m.
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Figure 5.11: Mission time and minimum distance among 4 UAVs. UAVs max. velocity:
1, 2 and 3 m/s. Reaction distance: 5 and 10 m

scenario with 3 UAVs.

5.3 Flocking strategy
This section presents the evaluation of the flocking behavior, through experiments, as
well as in simulations. Figure 5.14 shows the used scenarios with two and three UAVs.
We hace presented the results of our flocking algorithm in [119]. In these scenarios,
UAVs come together and fly to a common goal, keeping the desired flock distance,
plus/minus the flock range. We have evaluated the flocking behavior with UAVs flying
at 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s, and using flock range values of 2.5 m, 5 m, and 7.5 m.
We have defined a minimum flock distance of 2 m for all the tests. This distance in
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Figure 5.12: Velocity behavior during collision avoidance for 2 UAVs with 3 m/s max
velocity
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Figure 5.13: Percentage of received messages during experiments and simulations with
4 UAVs

the minimum separation distance and UAVs should not come closer than that. Using
the previously defined flock ranges, UAVs should keep the desired flock distance of 4.5
m, 7 m, and 9.5 m. The distance between minimum and maximum flock limits is 5 m,
10 m, and 15 m, for each flock range value. Note that these values are equivalent to
the reaction distances in the collision avoidance section.

5.3.1 Flocking with two and three UAVs flying at 2m/s with a
flock range of 5m.

In Figures 5.15 and 5.16, we see the trajectory, velocity and distance for two and
three UAVs flying together. Similar to the test for collision avoidance, we have carried
out experiments and run simulations. The trajectory for two and three UAVs shows
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Figure 5.14: Scenario 3

that UAVs first get together, and then, when the distance to all the flock members is
between the minimum and maximum limits, they start flying to the common goal.
The algorithm behind the flocking behavior is self-organized. Therefore the UAV

that gets the desired distance to the other members first starts moving towards the
goal. For the scenario in Figure 5.16, the UAV in the middle, the green one, is the
first one starting pulling the flock towards the goal.
Figures 5.15(e), 5.15(d), 5.16(e), and 5.16(d) show the minimum distance for each

UAV. In these Figures, the red dashed line represents the minimum flock distance, the
black dashed line the desired flock distance, and the green dashed line the maximum
flock distance. The results show that UAVs come together and keep their flock members
within the flock range during the mission.

5.3.2 Impact of different velocities and flock ranges on results
with two UAVs

Similar to the collision avoidance evaluation, we have measured mission time and
minimum distance for the flocking scenarios. Additionally, we have measured the
average distance among UAVs and their standard deviation. These last two metrics
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Figure 5.15: Flocking with 2 UAVs. UAVs max. vel 2 m/s. Flock range 5 m. Min.
flock distance 2 m, desired flock distance 7 m and max. flock distance 12
m.

indicate how close are the UAVs to the desired distance and how stable UAVs can keep
the distance while flying to the goal. In the case of the simulation results, we have
repeated each simulation 30 times, and we have averaged the results using a T-Student
distribution with a confidence interval of 95 %.
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Figure 5.16: Flocking with 3 UAVs. UAVs max. velocity 2 m/s. Flock range 5 m. Min.
flock distance 2 m, desired flock distance 7 m and max. flock distance 12
m.

Analysis of the mission time

Figure 5.17 shows the mission time and the minimum distance for two and three UAVs
flying in a flock. All UAVs have the same goal. Since they cannot land on the same
spot, we had defined a tolerance distance to the goal of the same value as the maximum
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Figure 5.17: Mission time and minimum distance for flocking with 2 and 3 UAVs. UAVs
max. velocity: 1, 2 and 3 m/s. Flock range: 2.5, 5 and 7.5 m.

desired flock distance. Thus, the goal becomes a region. A UAV reaches the goal when
it enters into this region. Since each UAV may reach this region at different times, the
mission time may differ for UAVs in the flock. For example, in the scenario with two
UAVs, the mission time is the same for both UAVs, or very similar, if they fly parallel
(the one next to the other one) to goal. On the other hand, UAVs’ mission times differ,
if they fly one after the other.
The mission time presented in Figure 5.17(a) corresponds to the average mission

time of all UAVs in the group. Figure 5.17(a) shows that the mission time reduces
when the flock range increases. The reason is that with a broader flock range, UAVs
reach the flock distance earlier, and start flying towards the goal sooner.
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Analysis of the minimum distance among flock members

Figure 5.17(b) shows the minimum distance to the closest UAV over the entire mission.
It tells how safe the UAVs fly in a flock. If this distance goes below the minimum flock
distance of 2 m, it means that the UAVs were close to crash. UAVs’ shortest distance
increases when the flock range increases. On the other side, UAVs’ shortest distance
decreases when velocity increases.
There are two moments where UAVs come the closest. The first one is when the

UAVs join the first time. Here UAVs fly towards each other until they reach the desired
flock distance. An error here due to communication problems may lead the UAVs to
crash. The second critical moment is when UAVs arrive at the goal. Here, the first
arriving UAV stops and finishes the mission. The UAVs coming behind have to find
their way to the goal, avoiding the first UAV. This situation may lead the UAVs to
come too close, but not closer than the minimum flocking distance.

Analysis of the average flock distance

We have measured the flocking behavior performance in terms of time and safety. In
Figures 5.18(a) we analyze the accuracy of the flocking behavior. This figure presents
the average difference to the desired distance among the UAVs’ during the mission.
Here, the ideal case is zero. An average offset of the desired distance of zero means
that UAVs fly exactly at the desired distance. To calculate the average, we consider
distance measurements after UAVs are closer than the maximum flock distance.
Figure 5.18(a) shows that the difference to the desired distance is mostly a negative

value. It means that the distance during the flight tends to be shorter than the
desired one. The offset tends to increase along with the flock range. This behavior is a
consequence of the member force function’s shape, which decreases exponentially when
the distance between UAVs approaches the desired flock distance. Thus, if the flock
range increases, the corresponding member force around the desired distance does not
change significantly. The offset also increases for the scenario with three UAVs. It is an
expected result because each UAV needs to look after the distance to two neighbors,
instead of one.
Figure 5.18(a) shows also the difference between experimental and simulations re-

sults. In the experiment, the offset is higher than in the simulations. However, the
difference stays within 2 m of the GPS accuracy. Since UAVs are close to each other,
UAVs receive 100 % of the sent messages. Possible causes for the differences between
experiments are the error in the position and velocity measurements provided by the
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Figure 5.18: Average offset and standard deviation of the desired flock distance in
flocks with 2 and 3 UAVs. UAVs max. velocity: 1, 2 and 3 m/s. Flock
range: 2.5, 5 and 7.5 m.

GPS.

Analysis of the standard deviation of the flock distance

Finally, we use the standard deviation presented in Figure 5.18(b) to analyze the
stability of the flocking algorithm. Like the average distance, in the ideal case, the
standard deviation should be zero, which means that UAVs keep the desired distance
during the whole mission. We take the distances after they become smaller than the
maximum flock distance to calculate the standard deviation.
In general, the standard deviation varies between 0.5 m and 1.5 m during the mission

for the different configuration of the number of UAVs, velocities, and flock range. It
means that UAVs stay within the flock range, even in the case of flock range of 2.5
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m and 3 m/s velocity. The standard deviation shows a tendency to increase with the
velocity. The increment of the number of UAVs from two to three impacts the stability
of the system for the simulation results at the velocity of 2 m/s and 3 m/s. Looking at
the differences between experimental results and simulations, they differ in the worst
case by 0.75 m for the scenario with the same conditions.

5.4 Collision avoidance with flocks
In this section, we evaluate the collision avoidance with UAVs flying alone and in a
flock. Figure 5.19 presents the three scenarios used for the evaluation. In the scenario
of the figure 5.19(a), two UAVs fly in a flock and avoid the collision with one UAV
coming from the opposite direction. Similarly, in Figure 5.19(b), three UAVs fly against
one UAV coming from the opposite direction. Finally, in scenario 5.19(c), two flocks,
with two UAVs each, approach each other.
We first present the results for the particular case of UAVs flying at a maximum

velocity of 2 m/s, reaction distance of 10m, minimum flock distance of 2 m, and flock
range of 5 m. The desired flock distance is 7 m, and the maximum flock distance is 12
m. Then we present the summary of the different combinations of velocities and flock
ranges.

5.4.1 Collision avoidance between single UAV and flock of two
UAVs

The first scenario comprises two UAVs flying in a flock and one UAV coming from the
opposite direction. Figure 5.20 shows the trajectory, velocity, and distance during the
mission.
Figure 5.20(a) shows the trajectory followed by the three UAVs during the collision

maneuver. Here we can see the emerging roundabout. The three UAVs turn to their
respective right side and avoid the collision. It is also observable that UAV_3, the one
flying alone, travels a longer path than the two UAVs flying in a flock. This effect is a
desirable side effect of the self-organized collision avoidance behavior since we expect
the smallest group to avoid the bigger group.
Although UAV_3 takes the longer path, the flock slows down when they avoid the

collision, as Figure 5.20(b) shows. The reduction in the velocity causes the flock to
take longer to reach the goal than the UAV flying alone. In both cases, experiment
and simulation, UAV_3 arrives four seconds ahead of the flock.
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Figure 5.19: Scenarios collision avoidance with flocks. Collision avoidance between:
(a) single UAV and flock of 2 UAVs, (b) single UAV and flock of 3 UAVs
and (c) 2 flocks of 2 UAVs each

The flock slows down during collision avoidance, because UAVs start having differ-
ent goals, and their flight direction becomes different. The collision risk may appear
and disappear at different times for both UAVs in the flock. Despite this temporal
discrepancy, the UAVs try to keep the desire distance. UAVs in a flock calculate longer
flight steps when the velocity vector is parallel. If the UAVs are flying in different
directions, each UAV calculates the flight steps so that the distance remains within
limits, minimum and maximum flock distance. Thus, flocking behavior ensures safety
and cohesion.
Figures 5.20(c) and 5.20(d) shows the distance among UAVs during the test. Both

Figures contain the limits for collision avoidance and flocking behavior. The dotted
red line and the dotted black line show represent the safety distance and the beginning
of the collision avoidance maneuver. The dashed red line, the dashed black line, and
the dashed green line represent the minimum, desired, and maximum flock distance.
In Figures 5.20(c) and 5.20(d) is possible to observe that the reaction distance is 10
m and that the flock range is 5m. It is also observable that the difference between
maximum and minimum flock distance is 10 m. UAVs keep the distances described
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Figure 5.20: Collision avoidance between one UAV and a flock of two UAVs. UAVs
max. vel 2 m/s. Reaction distance for collision avoidance of 10 m. Flock
range of 5 m

above, according to their role, in the experiment, and simulation. The UAV flying
alone does not get closer than 7 m to the UAVs within the flock, respecting the 5
m safety distance. On the other side, the UAVs flying together try to keep the 7 m
desired distance, and they do not get closer than the 2 m minimum flock distance at
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any point of the flight.

5.4.2 Collision avoidance between single UAV and flock of three
UAVs

In this scenario, we have increased the number of flock members to three. Figure
5.21 shows the trajectory, velocity, and distance among UAVs in the experiment and
simulation. The results are similar to the previous scenario. The UAV flying alone
travels the longer path to avoid the collision, and it does not get closer than 9 m to
any flock member, which is higher than the 5m safety distance. The UAVs within the
flock do not get closer than 2.91 m, which is higher than the 2 m minimum distance for
the flock. The main difference is that the flock with three UAVs is not stable, as in the
scenario with two UAVs. The distance among flock members varies over time. This
additional instability due to the third extra UAVs was also observable in the flocking
behavior test, without collision avoidance.

5.4.3 Collision avoidance between two flocks of two UAVs each

The last scenario comprises two flocks of UAVs, wich two members each. Figure 5.22
shows the corresponding Figures of the trajectory, velocity, and distance to the closest
UAV. Similarly to the previous scenarios, the roundabout form appears in Figure
5.22(a). In both flocks, UAVs hold the minimum flock distance of 2 m. The shortest
distance to a UAV from a different flock is 7.5 m.

5.4.4 Impact of different velocities and different flock ranges on
the results

We have test three different velocities, 1 m/s, 2 m/s, and 3 m/s. The reaction distance
is 10 m for all the tests. The used flock range is 2.5 m for the UAVs flying at 1 m/s
and 5 m for UAVs flying are 2 m/s and 3 m/s. We have chosen these reaction distance
and flock range because previous sections have shown that those values guarantee the
safety distance among the UAVs.

Mission time

Figure 5.23 shows the mission time for each UAV for each of the three scenarios.
Squares (■) represent experimental results, and diamonds (◆) represent simulation
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Figure 5.21: Collision avoidance between one UAV and one flock of three UAVs. UAVs
max. vel 2 m/s. Reaction distance for collision avoidance of 10 m. Flock
range of 5 m

results. The mission time figure indicates that the more UAVs flying in a flock, the
longer the mission takes.
The increment from one to two flock also increases the mission time. This mission

time increment is because, in a flock, the collision avoidance maneuver finishes when
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Figure 5.22: Collision avoidance between two flocks of two UAVs each. UAVs max. vel
2 m/s. Reaction distance for collision avoidance of 10 m. Flock range of
5 m

the last UAV is out of the collision risk. The UAV that already finished the collision
avoidance maneuver has to wait for the other ones. In the case of the flock with 3
UAVs flying against one UAV, the UAV flying alone can move more freely and faster.
It can overcome the collision and flies away without waiting for other UAVs. We can
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Figure 5.23: Mission time for collision avoidance between UAVs and flocks in simulation
and experiments. Reaction distance for collision avoidance of 10 m. Flock
range of 2.5 m for UAVs flying at 1 m/s and flock range of 5 m UAVs flying
at 2 and 3 m/s

check this in velocity Figures 5.20(c), 5.21(c) and 5.22(c), where the velocity of the
UAV flying alone keeps mostly constant during the mission.

Minimum distance among UAVs

We analyze safety during collision avoidance and the mission. Figure 5.24 shows the
distance for each UAV to the closest UAVs during the experiment and simulations. As
expected, collision avoidance and flocking algorithms keep the minimum flock distance,
which is 2 m. UAVs flying alone keep a distance higher than the safety distance. Thus,
the closer UAV is one flock member.

Accuracy and stability: average distance among flock members and its standard
deviation

Now, we analyze the accuracy and stability of flocking behavior during collision avoid-
ance. Figure 5.25 summaries the average offset within the flock and the average stan-
dard deviation of the distance to flock members. We analyze both accuracy and sta-
bility for the complete mission and before the collision avoidance. Thus, we measure
the impact of the collision avoidance maneuver on the flock.
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Figure 5.24: Minimum distance for collision avoidance between UAVs and flocks en
simulation and experiments. Reaction distance for colision avoidance of
10 m. Flock range of 2.5 m for UAVs flying at 1m/s and flock range of 5
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Figure 5.25(a) shows the flock distance offset for the complete mission and during
the flight before the collision avoidance maneuver. Although the collision avoidance
maneuver increases the offset, it has a minor impact. The highest offset is 1.5 m
on average, which is similar to the flock’s offset without collision in Figure 5.18. The
collision avoidance impact on the standard deviation is similar, as Figure 5.25(b) shows.
The stability depends mostly on the velocity. It does not get particularly affected by
the collision avoidance maneuver.
In table 5.1, we take the worst offset and the worst standard deviation from all the

scenarios with only flocking (section 5.3) and compare them with the worst offset and
the worst standard deviation from all the scenarios that include collision avoidance.
The most significant difference between the scenarios without and with collision avoid-
ance is 0.7 m. Considering that the GPS accuracy is nearly 2.2 m, we can say that
the collision avoidance algorithm does not affect the flocking algorithm. Thus, the
collision avoidance maneuver does not affect the safety inside the flock.

Simulations vs experiments

Finally, the differences between simulations and experiments are comparable to the
scenarios with only collision avoidances or only flocking. The most significant difference
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Figure 5.25: Average offset and standard deviation of the desired flock distance for the
flocks with 2 and 3 UAVs in the scenarios presented above

is regarding the mission time, where the difference can be up to 10 s. The difference
in the mission time is due to the flocking behavior. The confidence interval for the
mission time in simulations is larger for flocking than for collision avoidance. The
mission time for flocks depends on each flock member and the formation they have
when arriving. UAVs arriving one after the other require more time than two UAVs
coming in parallel. We have not implemented a landing strategy. UAVs find a spot
close to their flock members and within the tolerance radius of the goal to land. This
process is self-organized. Depending on UAVs’ relative position in the flock at the
arrival, the landing process may take longer for UAVs located on the back of the flock.
Thus, the mission time for some flock members increases.
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Without collision With collision
Experiment Simulation Experiment Simulation

Worst offset
distance avg. -1.5m -0.8m -1.3m -1.4m

Worst
distance std. 1.6m 1.8m 2.3m 1.7m

Table 5.1: Effect of the collision avoidance maneuver on the accuracy and stability of
the flocking algorithm

5.5 Summary, analysis and lessons learnt
This chapter presented the performance evaluation of collision avoidance for UAVs
flying alone or in flocks. Simultaneously, it also showed the performance evaluation of
the developed simulation environment in comparison with real experiments.
We have tested the collision avoidance algorithm with UAVs flying alone. We have

used scenarios with two, three, and four UAVs. UAVs flew at three different velocities
and utilized three different reactions distance, the one calculated for the respective
velocity and two more.
We tested the flocking algorithm with two and three UAVs, with UAVs flying at three

velocities and three different flock ranges. Then, we have combined collision avoidance
and flocking. UAVs exchange information in a self-organized way, and through indi-
vidual actions, virtual traffic infrastructures such as a roundabout and a virtual road
emerge. The roundabout helps UAVs to avoid the collisions and fly towards the goal.
UAVs flying in a flock avoid the collision and complete the mission keeping the flock
members within the flock range.
We present below some lessons learned during our performance studies.

Space or time is the price to pay for collision avoidance

The collision avoidance algorithm relies on the reaction distance. The higher the
relative velocity, the larger the reaction distance has to be. Increasing the reaction
distance generates bigger roundabouts. Depending on space limitations, UAVs could
reduce the velocity and use short reactions distance. However, reducing the velocity
may increase the mission time. Reducing the velocity has a higher impact on the
minimum distance than in the mission time.
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Communication range limits the reaction distance, and therefore the maximum
velocity

If there are no space limitations, UAVs can use a longer reaction distance instead of
reducing velocity. However, increasing the reaction distance may cause packet loss. As
the experimental result have shown, packet loss highly depends on the distance among
UAVs. The problem is not missing messages in general, but missing them near to the
beginning of the collision avoidance maneuver.
The self-organized nature of the algorithms shows robustness against around 10 %

packet loss. The UAV that gets the message starts avoiding the collision, even if
the other UAV did not realize the collision risk yet. In the case of flocking, if one
member gets the message, it starts avoiding the collision and indirectly, pushes the
other members to its right. However, to keep the system’s safety, it is convenient to
extend the reaction distance only to the point before packet loss may happen. Thus,
the communication limits the reaction distance and indirectly, the maximum velocity.
Notice that we calculated the reaction distance for the worst case, and our worst-

case considers that one UAV starts late the collision avoidance maneuver. Thus, our
algorithm calculates a bigger reaction distance. To optimize the reaction distance, so
that less space is required for safe collision avoidance, communication without packet
loss is needed.

The reaction distance can be reduced in crowded scenarios

The results have shown that increasing the number of UAVs reduces the required
reaction distance. The minimum distance among UAVs increases with more UAVs
in the roundabout, assuming the same velocity and reaction distance. The reason is
that the reaction distance is calculated based on the highest relative velocity, which
happens when two UAVs directly approach each other. When UAVs approach each
other in an angle, the relative velocity decreases.

The flock range can be half of the reaction distance

The flock range can be half of the reaction distance. Therefore it also needs to increase
when UAVs fly faster. The flock range increment ensures that the UAVs do not get
closer than the minimum flock distance and keep safe. But it also impacts the offset
to the desired flock distance, due to the shape of member flock function. Changing
the function may reduce the average offset, but it adds instability to the flock.
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Flock members lost alignment during collision avoidance, but keep separation
and cohesion due to the flock range

In collision avoidance with flocks involved, the results have shown that the size and
number of flock members increase the mission time. During collision avoidance, flock
members may stop flying parallel. However, UAVs calculate waypoints that do not
cause the distance to be out of the flock range when the UAVs do not fly parallel. If
the waypoint is to close, the velocity reduces. In some cases, a UAV moves in small
flight steps and quite slow. This behavior increases the mission time, but it prevents
collisions within the flock, especially when flock members continuously change the
direction.

The simulation environment delivers results comparable to the experiments, but
still, there are differences

The simulation environment delivers comparable results to the experiments. How-
ever, we have identified four issues that impact the similarity of the simulation and
experimental performances.

• The GPS inaccuracy in real experiments can differ from UAV to UAV for the
same scenario. In the presented experiments, the GPS inaccuracy estimation
was, for the worst case, 2.1 m for a 2-sigma confidence interval. Therefore, we
expect up to 2 m difference between simulations and experiments.

• The dynamics of the acceleration. In the simulation, the UAV is the only source
of acceleration, and all UAVs accelerate similarly. On the other side, in the
experiments, the wind is an external source of acceleration. It may affect each
UAV depending on its location and flight direction.

• Velocity behavior around the physical limit of real UAVs. Simulations behave
similarly to the experiments for the velocities of 1 m/s and 2 m/s. However, real
UAVs were struggling to reach and keep 3 m/s velocity. UAVs do not accelerate
in the same way from 2 m/s to 3 m/s as they do from 1 m/s to 2 m/s. Espe-
cially after the UAVs have been flying for some time, and the battery has been
discharged. This change of the velocity behavior at the maximum velocity is a
process that we did not consider in our simulation.

• Packet loss due to the distance among UAVs also affects the similarities of results
between simulation and experiments. In the experiments, with distances beyond
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15 m, there is around 10 % packet loss, which delays when the collision avoidance
starts. The impact on the difference between simulation and experiment depends
on the velocity. Packet loss has little effect when the velocity is low.

These issues impact the mission time and minimum distance. At low velocities, sim-
ulated and experimental mission time may show a higher difference than the minimum
distance. On the other side, at higher velocities, the minimum distance in experiments
differs from simulations more than the mission time.

The proposed force/torque model for collision avoidance for UAVs flying alone
or in a flock is implementable

The experimental test demonstrates that the collision avoidance for UAVs flying alone
and in flocks is implementable. With the proposed algorithms, roundabouts and virtual
roads emerge in a self-organized way preventing collisions and organizing the flock. The
algorithms work well in real environments, and they have shown to be able to deal with
the inaccuracies of physical systems.
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6 Conclusions and future work

In this document, we have targeted collision avoidance for UAVs flying alone or in
flocks. This issue is important for the traffic management of independent UAVs. The
proposal bases on a self-organized force/torque model that generates virtual traffic
infrastructures such as roundabouts and virtual roads.
Implementability and evaluation through real experiments have played an essential

role in this work. We have considered safety as a critical element for the development
of the algorithms and during the iterative process of designing, testing, and validating
the system.
We have built a set of UAVs with a modular software framework, which helped us

design, implement, and evaluate collision avoidance and flocking algorithms. The real
UAVs have provided real-world data. Through practical experiments, we identified the
relevant system’s parameters and iteratively adjusted them in the simulation models
to obtain a realistic simulation environment.
The simulation environment has shown to deliver results comparable to the ex-

periments. However, we have identified four issues that impact the similarity of the
simulation and experimental results. First, the GPS is inaccurate in real experiments,
and the inaccuracy can differ from UAV to UAV for the same scenario. Second, the
dynamic of the acceleration. In the simulation, the UAV is the only source of accel-
eration. Simultaneously, in experiments, wind is an external source of acceleration,
that affects each UAV differently depending on location and flight direction. Third,
real UAVs accelerate differently when the velocity sets close to their maximal value.
Especially when the battery is not fully charged. The last issue is packet loss, which in
the experiments is around 10% when the distance between UAVs is bigger than 15m.
Communication is essential for the self-organized algorithms to work, and packet loss
has an important impact on the algorithms’ performance.
We have designed the algorithms behind collision avoidance and flocking iteratively,

keeping a balance between detail and abstraction. Our algorithms generate an output
that commercial flight controllers can use. The output is a waypoint that a flight
controller can understand and use. We have parametrized the force/torque functions
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using UAVs’ velocity, acceleration, communication delay, and GPS accuracy. Thus, we
estimate the reaction and flock distances that lead the UAVs to safely avoid collisions,
keep flock members within the flock range, and finally reach the goal.
We have evaluated the collision avoidance and flocking behaviors in different sce-

narios, with different numbers of UAVs, velocities, and flock configurations. We have
carried out the same tests in experiments and simulations. The experimental analysis
demonstrates that the collision avoidance for UAVs flying alone and in flocks is imple-
mentable. The self-organized algorithms work in a real environment and can deal with
a real system’s inaccuracies.
The collision avoidance behavior relies on the reaction distance. Time and space are

the resources that we can play with when dealing with collision avoidance. Depending
on space limitations, UAVs could reduce the velocity and use short reaction distances.
However, the mission time may increase. Thus, a compromise between space and time
is necessary.
UAVs can either user big reaction distance or lower the velocity. If there are no

space limitations, UAVs can use a bigger reaction distance instead of reducing velocity.
However, increasing the reaction distance may cause packet loss, which delays the
triggering of collision avoidance and reduces the reaction distance. Increasing the
number of UAVs does not increase collision risk but the size of the roundabout, the
required space, and the mission time.
Packet loss has little impact when the velocity is low, but it can compromise the

safety of the UAVs at higher velocities. In the ideal case, the reaction distance should
be extended until the point before packet loss starts happening, even if it means to
limit the velocity.
In the case of flocking, the flock range behaves similarly to the reaction distance.

Higher velocities require larger flock rages and vice-versa. Increasing the flock range
ensures that UAVs do not get closer than the minimum flock distance and keep safe.
Also, it impacts the accuracy of the desired flock distance. On the other side, the flock
range does not get affected by packet loss due to smaller distances within the flock,
where UAVs are close.
The main limitation of the proposed force/torque functions is that UAVs flying faster

require more space. In the case of flocks, higher velocities mean larger flock range,
which decreases the accuracy and stability of the desired flock distance. Therefore,
there is potential for optimization in future work. According to temporal, spatial,
and communication restrictions and the amount of traffic, UAVs could decide when to
reduce velocity and when to use large spaces. The problem becomes more interesting
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if we consider that flocks, depending on the amount and size, require more time to
avoid collision than single UAVs. This opens the challenge for optimizing mission time,
improving accuracy and stability, without compromising safety and implementability.
Another idea for the future is to develop self-organized landing strategies for multiple

UAVs. This will facilitate the validation of the algorithm with bigger flocks.
Finally, we consider the flocking algorithm for the scenario where UAVs share the

same goal. This work can be extended in the future, so UAVs join nearby UAVs
with different goals but partially common paths. Thus, UAVs enter and leave a flock
dynamically according to their particular goals. This idea will enhance the concept of
virtual roads, making it more useful to manage UAVs’ traffic.
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A UAVs’ components

Component UAV 1 UAV 2 UAV 3 UAV 4
Onboard computer Odroid UX4 Odroid UX4 Odroid UX4 Odroid UX4

OS Ubuntu 18.04 Ubuntu 18.04 Ubuntu 18.04 Ubuntu 18.04
Comm. interface 1 Wifi/802.11 Wifi/802.11 Wifi/802.11 Wifi/802.11
Comm. interface 2 Xbee Xbee Xbee Xbee
Fligh controller Pixhawk 2.1 Pixhawk 2.1 Pixhawk 2.1 Pixhawk 1

GPS Here Here Here Here
Propellers 10.4" 10.4" 10.4" 10.4"

ESC max. amp. 20A 30A 20A 20A
Battery(4Cells) 5200mAh 8000mAh 3300mAh 3300mAh

Weight 1870gr 1950gr 1610gr 1420gr
Diagonal size 45cm 45cm 42cm 42cm
Flight time 18 min 20 min 18 min 18 min
Vel. peak 3.3m/s 3.5m/s 4.1m/s 4.1m/s
Acc. peak 2.2m/s2 2.2m/s2 2.2m/s2 2.2m/s2

Jerk. peak 2m/s3 2m/s3 11m/s3 11m/s3

Table A.1: UAV components summary
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